MEMORANDUM

DATE:

April 10, 2018

TO:

Roxanne Tanemori, AICP, Principal Planner
Planning and Community Development Department
City of Santa Monica
1685 Main Street, Room 212
Santa Monica, CA 90401

FROM:

Robert Chattel, AIA, President
Brian Matuk, Associate III
Chattel, Inc.

RE:

Miramar Santa Monica, 101 Wilshire Boulevard, Santa Monica, California
Conformance with the Secretary’s Standards

This conformance report evaluates proposed changes to the Miramar Hotel at 101 Wilshire
Boulevard (subject property or Miramar) as presented in the Miramar Santa Monica concept design
package by Pelli Clark Pelli Architects (PCPA) and Gustafson Guthrie Nichol (GGN) dated February
15, 2018 (Drawing Set). The Miramar is a designated Santa Monica Landmark Parcel (Landmark
Parcel) consisting of the designated Santa Monica Landmark (Landmark) Moreton Bay Fig Tree
(contributor), the Palisades Wing (Palisades Building; contributor), the Ocean Tower (noncontributor), Administration Building (non-contributor), six bungalows (non-contributors), and verdant
and lush (lush) landscape (contributor). This memorandum provides background on the subject
property, describes the proposed work, and evaluates the proposed project for conformance with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (Rehabilitation Standards).
The proposed project thoughtfully incorporates the historic features on the Landmark Parcel: the
Landmark Moreton Bay Fig Tree, the Palisades Building, and the lush landscape character into the
redevelopment of the Landmark Parcel. Out of a collaboration with Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects and
Gustafson Guthrie Nichol, the key preservation elements have been integrated into the overall
design process, and the project as a whole has been designed to be in conformance with the
Rehabilitation Standards.
Background
The subject property is situated on a Landmark Parcel that is significant in the history of Santa
Monica for its association with the founder of the City, for its role in beachfront tourism in the early to
mid-19th century, and for significant Renaissance Revival architecture as represented by the
Palisades Building. An Historic Resource Assessment (HRA) on the subject property was prepared
by Chattel Architecture, Planning & Preservation, Inc. (now, Chattel, Inc.) and dated June 10, 2010
(2010 Chattel HRA; Attachment A). The 2010 Chattel HRA provides a relevant historic context, the
history of the subject property, building and landscape descriptions that continue to reflect existing
conditions at the subject property, and statements of significance for the parcel as a whole, existing
buildings, and landscape.
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The subject property occupies a full-block parcel, which, as further described below, was designated
a local Landmark Parcel by the Santa Monica Landmarks Commission following public hearings in
2013, and has not once been subdivided. While no period of significance for the Landmark Parcel
was identified in the nomination or Findings and Determinations of the designation by the Landmarks
Commission, independent research by Chattel identified a period of significance of 1924 to 1958. 1
Additional information is provided in the 2010 Chattel HRA (Attachment A).
As described above, the period of significance for the Landmark Parcel is identified as 1924-1958,
however, the proposed project seeks to, in many respects, restore the Palisades Building to the
most important period of significance 1940-1958, as well as rehabilitate and improve the Landmark
Parcel with new buildings and landscaping. This major, narrowed period of significance is the result
of recent research conducted since the 2013 designation and represents the heyday of the Miramar
Hotel. During these years, the Palisades Building had a main garden entry marked by columns and
entablature that was highly visible, however, additional buildings and changes to hardscape and
landscape have partially obscured view of this embellished entry. Additionally, the lush landscape
from this period has gained significance and is a contributing feature to the Landmark Parcel.
The subject property has suffered a long history of incomplete conceptual planning and piecemeal
additions and alterations. As the hotel component of the site approaches one hundred years of age,
there is an opportunity to redevelop the parcel in an appropriate manner that respects the valued
history of the site, with new and contemporary architecture and landscape that fits into the historic
context and ensures the Miramar Santa Monica remains a landmark destination for years to come.
For the past two years, Chattel has been advising the project team on developing an appropriate
scope of work that both honors the contributing features of the Landmark Parcel while striving to
achieve project goals. The proposed project demonstrates this balance, as it is oriented toward
Ocean Avenue, Palisades Park, and the Pacific Ocean beyond, with the designated Moreton Bay Fig
Tree as the focal point of the redevelopment. While the subject property is currently concealed by
perimeter walls, the proposed project intends to provide the public with the opportunity to enjoy the
Landmark Parcel and all historic and contemporary features within it.
Rehabilitation Standards
The Rehabilitation Standards are not intended to be prescriptive, but instead provide general
guidance. They are intended to be flexible and adaptable to specific project conditions to balance
continuity and change while retaining historic building fabric to the maximum extent feasible. Their
interpretation requires exercise of professional judgment, taking into account various opportunities
and constraints of any given project based on use, materials retention and treatment, and
compatibility of new construction. Not every standard necessarily applies to every aspect of a
project, nor is it necessary to comply with every standard to achieve conformance.
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties contain four
treatments: preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction. The appropriate treatment
for this project is rehabilitation, which utilizes the Rehabilitation Standards:
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal
change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.

1 Ocean Tower was constructed in 1958, which signals the end of the period of significance. This date was
identified because the construction of Ocean Tower and subsequent alterations to the landscaping resulted in
dramatic changes to landscape character.
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2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive
materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a
property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or
elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be
retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old
in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features
will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means
possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be
disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic
materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work
will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features,
size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its
environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner
that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.
Proposed Work
The proposed project celebrates the Moreton Bay Fig Tree, embraces the rehabilitation and
restoration of the Palisades Building, demolishes all non-contributing buildings including the Ocean
Tower, the Administration Building, and the six bungalows, involves construction of two new
buildings for hotel and residential operations, and revisits the landscaping, inspired by the history of
the site to return the garden identity to the Miramar. The project architecture and landscape preserve
and feature the Moreton Bay Fig Tree as the focal point of the proposed project and significantly
enhance public access to the historic tree.
Rehabilitation of Palisades Building
The selected period of 1940-1958 provides the design team with the opportunity to reintroduce
historic elements to the Palisades Building from a more defined span of time, with areas of
restoration supported by historic photographs and other documentation from that period. The
rehabilitation scope of work includes painting the brick exterior, removing paint from the overpainted
first-floor terra cotta cladding, and constructing a new rooftop sign.
Painting brick exterior
From the 1924 date of construction until approximately 1940, the brick exterior of the Palisades
Building was unpainted. A historic photograph from circa 1940 shows the brick exterior painted a
white or off-white color, which remained as the exterior treatment until some point between 1974 and
1992 when the paint was removed from the exterior and was repointed with mortar flush with the
brick.2 Sandblasting was completed in 1982 and, although it is unclear if this work included the entire
2 Original brick that has since been covered reveals that the mortar was likely tuck pointed, which would
have likely been removed with the sandblasting in 1982.
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building exterior, it is likely the paint was removed during this work. Sandblasting is not an
appropriate treatment for the brick, and the project team now has the opportunity to determine the
appropriate preservation treatment for the brick exterior. Conservator John Griswold Associates
(JGA) was engaged to investigate the condition of the brick and provide recommendations, the
results of which are in a conservator report dated February 20, 2015 (2015 JGA report; Attachment
B).
The brick exterior of the Palisades Building remains unpainted today. The proposed project would
involve painting the brick exterior in colors similar to those during the 1940-1958 selected period, as
evidenced by historic photographs.
Removing paint and repointing terra cotta
In 2014, JGA was engaged to study the existing condition of the terra cotta decorative elements,
including walls, sills, and other door and window enframements. The 2015 JGA report recommended
that all paint coatings “be removed from all terra cotta surfaces,” additionally stating that the terra
cotta is expected to be “largely in good condition, with some damages and previous repairs requiring
expert repair or replacement with replica pieces if losses are extensive to particular units.” As JGA
could only investigate a sample area of the terra cotta, a more extensive investigation is necessary
to assess the condition of the terra cotta to determine if repair, in-kind replacement of damaged
areas, or repainting is the appropriate treatment.
In accordance with this recommendation, the paint would be removed from the overpainted terra
cotta utilizing the following treatment, as recommended by the conservator:
Paint removal may be accomplished with a combination of medium pressurized water
blasting and poultice stripping. Dumond Peelaway 1 with the special Peelaway paper applied
to the fresh paste is recommended, but field testing of large areas is recommended before
full specifications can be developed.
Repointing the terra cotta, where necessary, would follow National Park Service publication
Preservation Brief 2: Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Masonry Buildings, as recommended in the
2015 JGA report.
New rooftop sign
The proposed project would involve installation of a new rooftop sign, proposed for the Palisades
Building at the location of an non-extant, historic roof sign as evidenced by historic photographs
compiled in a 2017 Chattel memorandum (2017 Chattel memo; Attachment C, Image 10). While the
new signage program for the Miramar Hotel and Residences has not been fully developed, the
renderings in the Drawing Set provide estimations for how the new rooftop sign could appear.
The non-extant rooftop sign was constructed on a steel frame at the westward slope of the roof of
the Palisades Building, visible to passersby along Ocean Avenue and Palisades Park. As evidenced
by historic photographs, the sign was constructed circa 1940 to read “HOTEL MIRAMAR” in sansserif block typeface and was removed at some point between 1950 and 1969.
While the new rooftop sign would be a reconstruction, the typeface is proposed to take inspiration
from the historic, non-extant main entry neon sign which had a script-style typeface (see Attachment
C, Image 24), rather than reconstructing the sans-serif block typeface that existed on the historic
rooftop sign. Since the project signage package is much further out in the design process, the design
team will collaborate on the appropriate solution for the rooftop sign.
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Protection of Landmark Moreton Bay Fig Tree
The designated Moreton Bay Fig Tree is the focal point of the proposed project and has literally
shaped the new construction and landscape plan around it. The design of the new buildings both
honors the tree, and proudly displays it to viewers along Ocean Avenue and Palisades Park. The
proposed project lays out other substantial measures to ensure long-term protection of the tree,
which are described in detail in the Brightview Tree Company reported dated February 26, 2018 (the
2018 Brightview Report) and summarized in other subsections of the project description below.
Demolition of non-contributing buildings
The proposed project would involve demolition of nine non-contributing buildings, including the
Administration Building, the Ocean Tower, and the six bungalows.
Construction of new hotel and residential buildings
The proposed project would involve construction of two new buildings with mixed hotel and
residential uses—the Ocean Building and the California Building—which would connect to the
Palisades Building via recessed hyphens.
The Ocean Building is proposed to be roughly L-shape in plan, situated on the southern two-thirds of
the parcel around the Moreton Bay Fig Tree, with ten stories and accessible roofs above grade. The
Ocean Building would connect to the short south elevation of the Palisades Building via a hyphen at
the north elevation and would have a wide passageway at the first and second levels to
accommodate a new circular driveway accessible from Second Street. The lobby of the Ocean
Building serves to connect both the Miramar Gardens and Palisades Gardens (described below),
with a two-story glass exterior and several doors that provide a dramatic view toward the contributing
Palisades Building.
The California Building is proposed to be a rectangular-shape building similar in size to the
Palisades Building and located on the western corner of the northern one-third of the parcel. There
would be a hyphen at the east elevation of the California Building which would connect to the short
west elevation of the Palisades Building. Similar to the Ocean Building, the California Building would
have a recess at the first level, north elevation to accommodate a driveway that leads to new
subterranean parking for employees.
The exteriors of both the new Ocean Building and new California Building are proposed to be
contemporary in design and materials, and would be defined by a series of sweeping, curved
terraces that serve as balconies or shared outdoor decks. The two hyphens would serve as a
continuation of the Palisades Building corridors connecting both new buildings. The hyphens are
proposed to have glassy exterior materials, would be located along, and would be set back from the
prevailing elevations of the Palisades Building, Ocean Building, and California Building. In particular
the hyphen proposed for the short south elevation of the Palisades Building would replace the noncontributing elevator tower and would allow for more of the short south elevation of the Palisades
Building exterior to be exposed.
Construction of new subterranean parking
The proposed project would involve construction of three levels of subterranean parking on site. 3
This subterranean parking is organized around the root system of the Landmark Moreton Bay Fig
Tree, with perimeter walls that would not encroach on the tree drip line.
New landscape
The proposed project includes a new landscape plan, which was developed to return the hotel
3

Some of the subterranean space is shared by rooms for back-of-house operations.
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garden identity to the Landmark Parcel. Decades of piecemeal changes to the landscape have
resulted in a loss of a defined landscape character despite reintroducing the significant lush planting.
Changes that did not align with the historic character of the property include addition of the vehicular
driveway and entrance gates at the southern end of the property at Wilshire Boulevard, perimeter
wall along the western parcel boundary along Ocean Avenue and southern parcel boundary at
Wilshire Boulevard, surface parking lot at the southern one-sixth of the parcel, redesign of the pool
and pool area north of the Ocean Tower, as well as gradual changes in pedestrian circulation and
other landscape features. The new landscape plan focuses on two new, distinct garden areas—the
Miramar Gardens to the south and the Palisades Gardens to the north—both of which incorporate
landscape terraces, as shown on drawing sheet 84.
Miramar Gardens
The shape of the new Miramar Gardens is proposed to be a partial ellipse which, when drawn in full,
reaches across Ocean Avenue to Palisades Park to collect a Senator John Percival Jones
monument. This ellipse concept was developed to link the two physical features that convey a
significant association with Senator Jones: the Moreton Bay Fig Tree, which was planted by Jones’
second wife Georgina Frances prior to 1900; and, a monument and bench dedicated to Senator
Jones in Palisades Park, at the location where Jones frequently watched the sunset. The Moreton
Bay Fig Tree is proposed to be the iconic focal point of the Miramar Gardens to both celebrate the
tree and provide appropriate features that encourage public access and enjoyment.
The Moreton Bay Fig Tree is a designated Landmark and, as such, is proposed to be preserved
through new landscaping and other work in the proposed project. To ensure the preservation of this
tree, the arborist team at ValleyCrest Tree Company (predecessor to Brightview Tree Company)
was engaged to develop a Tree Work Plan in 2007 to establish appropriate pruning and other
routine maintenance. Brightview Tree Company then prepared the 2018 Brightview Report based on
the proposed landscape plan.
The Miramar Gardens landscape plan also proposes an elliptical-shape pedestrian walkway from the
Ocean Avenue sidewalk around the Moreton Bay Fig Tree, as well as a pedestrian deck and bench
design for the area immediately surrounding the tree. The proposed work includes demolition of the
existing driveway (constructed circa 1975) that encircles the tree, and construction of a new
pedestrian deck that allows up-close public viewing, while being supported by micropiles to allow
airspace flow, nutrients, and water to reach the tree roots. This strategy is coupled with the
construction of a new ring-shape bench intended to keep the public off the buttressed tree roots and,
according to the 2018 Brightview Report, to enhance the long-term health of the tree. The bench
would also permit the public to sit under the tree, while discouraging physical interaction with the tree
roots or trunk.
The foliage of the new Miramar Gardens would generally consist of a low-water plant palette,
suitable for a southern California coastal climate zone, along with more lush foliage including
Cardboard Palm (Zamia floridana) and Sword Fern (Nephrolepis cordifolia) (see drawing sheet 82).
Various mature palm trees have been studied for salvage during construction of subterranean
parking and are intended to be replanted on site to retain the lush character of the landscape. At the
southern end of the ellipse, the new Miramar Gardens is proposed to incorporate extremely thin or
shallow water features into the pedestrian walkway, referred to in the Drawing Set as “scrims”.
These water features are one-quarter inch deep sheets of water that adults and children may walk
through without concern.
Palisades Gardens
The Palisades Gardens would be bound by the proposed new California Building to the north, the
Palisades Building to the north and east, and the new Ocean Building to the south. This concept was
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developed to celebrate the Palisades Building and reintroduce a single garden identity to an area
that has been disfigured by piecemeal changes over several decades. The Palisades Gardens
would be constructed on structure.
The new Palisades Gardens identity is proposed to be distinct from the Miramar Gardens in design
and symbolism. The landscape plan for these gardens intends to reintroduce the historic garden
entry at the west elevation of the Palisades Building with a linear pedestrian walkway entry marked
by columns and entablature. Additionally, this landscape plan would reverse the disrupted linear
relationships resulting from construction and redesign of the pool area, additional buildings, and
other alterations to the general spatial arrangement of this landscaped area. The Palisades Gardens
design responds to the rhythm and hierarchy of the building façade and creates a central axis with
the building’s historic entry. Additionally, installation of a central fountain and other water features
ensures a lush landscape feeling is retained. Similar to what is proposed for the Miramar Gardens,
the new Palisades Gardens would consist of a low-water plant palette, along with ferns and palms,
and the replanting of several mature palm trees after construction of the subterranean parking.
At various areas within the new Palisades Gardens, there would be terraces for visitors to enjoy the
outdoor landscape and direct views of the contributing Palisades Building. Along the interior
perimeters of the new California Building, Palisades Building, and new Ocean Building, private unit
patios are proposed to extend from all three buildings and engage the Palisades Gardens. The
elevation of the Palisades Gardens would be raised to more closely align with the first floor of the
Palisades Building, improving accessibility at the historic entry.
Compatibility of Proposed Work
The subject property experienced several major alterations since it was first used as a residential
estate. While many alterations to the subject property have become significant in their own right,
several buildings and features were found to not be significant, or have lost integrity to the point of
being unable to convey significance, as described in the 2010 Chattel HRA and established in a
2013 Statement of Official Action (STOA) by the Landmarks Commission for the designation of the
Landmark Parcel (2013 STOA – Attachment B). Each item in the proposed scope of work is detailed
below, along with a statement on how each item conforms to the Rehabilitation Standards.
Rehabilitation of Palisades Building
The rehabilitation of the Palisades Building conforms with the Rehabilitation Standards. The
individual scope of work items are listed below, along with an evaluation of their conformance with
the Rehabilitation Standards.
Painting brick exterior
Photographic evidence shows the Palisades Building with exposed, unpainted brick from the time of
construction in 1924 until circa 1940 when it was painted a white or off-white. The Palisades Building
remained painted until likely 1982, when the paint was removed from the brick exterior by
sandblasting, as evidenced by photographs and building permit records. Repainting the brick
exterior would return the Palisades Building to its appearance during the most important period of
significance 1940-1958 and, therefore, would be in conformance with Standard 4.
The 2015 JGA report does not recommend repainting the brick, as “eventual future removal of the
new paint would result in further damage to the historic fabric.” While this reasoning is sound, there
is no intention to remove the paint from the exterior in the future, as any removal of exterior paint
would be incompatible with the historic character of the property and not in conformance with
Standards 2 and 5. Therefore, as paint removal—and not painting—has the potential to cause
damage to historic fabric, the proposed scope of work for painting the brick exterior is in
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conformance with the Rehabilitation Standards. Repainting would also reduce the visual impact of
inappropriate sandblasting and repointing that had been carried out previously.
Removing paint and repointing terra cotta
The glazed terra cotta at the first-floor exterior was originally unpainted. While photographic
evidence has been inconclusive on the date the material was overpainted, the terra cotta appears
unpainted as late as 1959 (see Attachment C, Image 27). It is likely that the terra cotta was
damaged in the 1994 Northridge Earthquake, prompting ownership to paint the material to conceal
any damaged areas.
The existing paint is proposed to be removed from the terra cotta following recommendations
provided in the 2015 JGA report, as mentioned above. This scope utilizes gentlest means possible
so as not to cause damage to historic materials and, thus, is in conformance with Standard 7. As the
terra cotta was originally unpainted and appears to have remained unpainted through the period of
significance, removing the paint would be in conformance with Standards 2 and 5. Additional
evaluation of the terra cotta after paint removal would determine if any further treatment, including
repair, in-kind spot replacement, or repainting of the terra cotta, is necessary.
New rooftop sign
The new rooftop sign is proposed to be evocative of the rooftop sign that was historically on the
Palisades Building and no longer extant, specifically in terms of location on west roof slope, general
size and shape. The original rooftop sign had sans-serif block letters before its removal at some
point between 1950-1969.
The typeface for the new rooftop sign is still to be determined but is currently proposed to be a script
typeface inspired by the street level neon sign at the curved main entry to the subject property that
was extant from circa 1946 to circa 1958 (Attachment C, Images 24 and 25).
As shown in the Drawing Set, the proposed new rooftop sign does not appear to fully conform with
Standards 3 and 6. Reconstructing an historic feature that is no longer extant should be carried out
to closely match the historic feature in size, shape, and design to avoid creating a false sense of
history. In referencing the historic main entry neon sign, the new typeface could lead some to
interpret the typeface (and, thus, the sign) as being historic. We recommend the applicant consider
recreating the block typeface evidenced by historic photographs or selecting a typeface that takes
inspiration from the curved main entry, but one which is undoubtedly contemporary. The signage
and branding program for the proposed project overall is still in development and, therefore, the new
typeface is subject to change until the program is finalized and the team can collaborate on the
appropriate solution to be presented for subsequent review.
Demolition of non-contributing buildings
The nine buildings proposed for demolition are as follows: Administration Building, Ocean Tower,
and the six bungalows. Based on the 2010 Chattel HRA and the 2013 Landmarks Commission
STOA, these buildings do not appear to be significant under any Santa Monica Landmark Ordinance
criteria and are non-contributing buildings to the Landmark Parcel. As the proposed demolition is of
non-contributing buildings only, and does not adversely impact contributing improvements, this
scope of work is in conformance with the Rehabilitation Standards.
Construction of new hotel and residential buildings
The proposed new Ocean Building and new California Building are designed with particular attention
to the Moreton Bay Fig Tree and the Palisades Building, and appear to be in conformance with the
Rehabilitation Standards.
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Ocean Building
The new Ocean Building would be roughly L-shape in plan to celebrate, and ensure there would be
an uninhibited view of, the Moreton Bay Fig Tree for passersby on Ocean Avenue and adds visibility
to the tree from Second Street. Additionally, the Ocean Building would not encroach on the drip line
of the Moreton Bay Fig Tree.
The Ocean Building is proposed to be connected to the south elevation of the Palisades Building by
a simple, inset hyphen. The hyphen would connect to a secondary elevation of the Palisades
Building and, due to its recess, would minimally impact historic fabric. Additionally, the contemporary
design and materials differentiates the Ocean Building from the Palisades Building. While the Ocean
Building does not reflect the massing, size, or scale of the Palisades Building, it would replace the
existing Ocean Tower, which is of similar height. Therefore, there would be no significant change in
building height at the subject property.
The Palisades Building was constructed in 1924 as a subordinate wing of a larger, unrealized, grand
hotel design that included two additional wings totaling 800 rooms. 4 This larger hotel design was
never constructed. Once the Ocean Tower was constructed in 1959, the Palisades Building
became—and remains—a subordinate building.
The new Ocean Building would not destroy historic fabric, would be connected to a secondary
elevation of the Palisades Building via a hyphen, would not overwhelm the historic building in
massing, size, scale, or design, and would preserve the historic character, form, significant
materials, and features of the Palisades Building. Additionally, the Ocean Building would be shaped
to appropriately accommodate and honor the Moreton Bay Fig Tree. In all, the design of the Ocean
Building is in conformance with the Rehabilitation Standards as it relates to new construction
adjacent to the historic building and tree.
California Building
The new California Building would be rectangular in plan and similar in scale to the Palisades
Building, located near the northwest corner of the parcel. The new California Building is proposed to
be connected to the west elevation of the contributing Palisades Building by a simple, recessed
hyphen. The hyphen would connect to a secondary elevation of the Palisades Building and, due to
its recess, would minimally impact historic fabric. Additionally, the contemporary design and
materials differentiates the California Building from the Palisades Building. The California Building is
proposed to be similar in scale to the Palisades Building—so that its massing, size, or scale does not
overwhelm the historic building.
The new California Building would not destroy historic fabric, would be connected to a secondary
elevation of the Palisades Building via a hyphen, and would not overwhelm the Palisades Building in
massing, size, scale, or design. Additionally, the design of the California Building would preserve the
historic character, form, significant materials, and features of the Palisades Building. In all, the
design of the California Building is in conformance with the Rehabilitation Standards as it relates to
new construction adjacent to the historic building.
Construction of new subterranean parking
The design of the new subterranean parking takes steps to avoid contact with the Palisades Building
and the root system or drip line of the Landmark Moreton Bay Fig Tree. The perimeter walls of the
subterranean parking would not extend into the drip line of the tree and would only connect to the
foundation of the Palisades Building in two locations at lower level 1, where the Palisades Building
4

1924.

“One of the Show Places in California is Santa Monica’s Miramar Hotel,” Los Angeles Times, 1 January
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allows pedestrian entry to the subterranean parking. The subterranean parking would not destroy
historic materials at the Palisades Building, would not encroach on the Moreton Bay Fig Tree drip
line, and would not be visible above grade, thus, it is in conformance with the Rehabilitation
Standards.
New landscape
The new landscape plan aims to celebrate and encourage public enjoyment of the Landmark
Moreton Bay Fig Tree and would return the hotel garden identity to the Landmark Parcel, which had
diminished as a result of several decades of changes to the landscape.
The landscape plan incorporates recommendations from the 2018 Brightview Report to ensure that
the Moreton Bay Fig Tree is protected, enhances the health of the tree and implements design cues
to allow visitors to view the Moreton Bay Fig Tree up-close while discouraging climbing on the
buttressed root system. The new landscaping would remove existing paving around the tree and
replace it with a raised deck supported by micropiles. This proposed new raised deck would protect
the exposed roots and would not require additional soil or paving to raise the grade around the tree
creating a significantly improved environment for the tree. Additionally, the exact placement of the
micropiles would be determined by ground-penetrating radar to avoid damage to the subterranean
root system. The raised deck is also designed to accommodate a bench around the perimeter of the
tree to both encourage visitor access, yet subtly deter visitors from climbing on the tree roots. This
scope of work ensures the protection of the tree and its root system, both exposed and
subterranean, and does not introduce additional features or materials that might visually detract from
the Landmark tree. All proposed changes related to the tree appear to be in conformance with
Standards 1 and 2.
While the proposed new planting would generally consist of a low-water plant palette, along with
some lush palms and ferns, various mature palm trees have been studied for salvage during
construction of subterranean parking and are intended for replanting on site to retain the lush
character of the landscape, in conformance with Standard 2.
As the new landscaping honors the Landmark Moreton Bay Fig Tree and the Palisades Building, and
does not detract from the historic character nor damage historic materials of either feature or the
subject property as a whole, the new landscape plan is in conformance with the Rehabilitation
Standards.
Recommendations
The new rooftop sign at the Palisades Building, as proposed in the Drawing Set, does not yet appear
to fully conform to Standards 3 and 6. Further study and information will be performed and gathered
to make sure it is consistent with the Rehabilitation Standards, as the signage program for the entire
project is still in development. Based on the new rooftop sign as proposed in the Drawing Set, we
recommend further study of the new typeface as part of the overall project signage package to either
be (i) more compatible with the original, or (ii) distinctly more contemporary.
Conclusion
The project team has been collaboratively working on a revised design for the Miramar Santa
Monica for the last two years. This effort has been a great example of how a collaborative design
process should work, where landscape design, architectural design, and preservation elements are
integrated into the overall design process. The proposed project thoughtfully incorporates the historic
features on the Landmark Parcel: the Landmark Moreton Bay Fig Tree, the Palisades Building, and
lush landscape character into a redevelopment of the Landmark Parcel.
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The proposed project has crafted a balanced approach that introduces contemporary features while
celebrating the historic character of the subject property and its contributing features. The Palisades
Building rehabilitation would return the brick exterior to a painted finish and would remove overpaint.
Paint would be removed from the overpainted terra cotta and, upon additional investigation of its
condition, further treatment would be identified and carried out, if necessary. No contributing
buildings are proposed to be demolished, and demolition of the nine non-contributing buildings
would not impact the historic character or significance of the Landmark Parcel. Additionally, the
overall design of the new Ocean Building and new California Building is compatible and limits
intervention with the Palisades Building. The signage program is still in development and would be
subject to subsequent review. As a whole, the proposed project appears to be in conformance with
the Rehabilitation Standards.
Attachments
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Attachment B:
Attachment C:
Attachment D:

2010 Chattel HRA
2015 JGA Report
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Attachment A
2010 Chattel HRA

June 10, 2010

Mr. Ken Kutcher
Harding Larmore Kutcher & Kozal, LLP
1250 6th St, #200
Santa Monica, CA 90401-1602
Re:

Historic Resource Assessment
Miramar Hotel, 101 Wilshire Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA

Dear Ken,
Chattel Architecture has been asked to provide a historic resource assessment for the Miramar
Hotel located at 101 Wilshire Boulevard in the City of Santa Monica (subject property) in
connection with a proposed rehabilitation of the hotel. The subject property occupies an entire
block, 600 by 320 feet in size, bounded by Ocean Avenue to the west, 2nd Street to the east,
Wilshire Boulevard to the south and California Avenue to the north (Attachment A, fig. 1). In
addition, a parcel located between 1111 and 1137 2nd Street across from this block is
associated with the subject property (2nd Street parcel). This report summarizes the history of
the property and identifies its contributing elements including character-defining features, and
makes recommendations for potential redevelopment scenarios that would be in conformance
with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties
(Secretary’s Standards).
Executive Summary
The Miramar Hotel has a varied history as a seaside residence and tourist destination. The
subject property has changed significantly over time, evolving over the course of the twentieth
century from the residence of Santa Monica founder Senator John P. Jones into a resort
destination. Each owner’s desire to appeal to the public’s expectations and aesthetics led to the
modification of all buildings on the subject property.
This report constitutes the first comprehensive historic resource assessment of the subject
property. The Moreton Bay fig tree was designated a City of Santa Monica Landmark in 1976.
The Palisades Wing was surveyed in 1986 and was found eligible for local designation. Thus,
these two features of the subject property have presumptive significance under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) historical resources statute. 1

1

CEQA statute §21084.1 provides for presumptive significance for historical resources listed in a
local register or deemed significant in a survey entered into the Historical Property Data File.
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Based on our research and analysis, the Miramar Hotel was not found significant under any of
the four National or California Register criteria. While the property was used as a United States
Army Air Force (AAF) Redistribution Center during World War II (WWII), it does not sufficiently
illustrate this facet of WWII history to be found significant (criterion A/1). The potential
significance of the Palisades Wing as an early twentieth century apartment hotel is outweighed
by insufficient integrity. While the subject property was associated with significant historical
figures (criterion B/2), inadequate physical characteristics remain from the period of association
of each figure with the property.
As most buildings on the subject property are highly altered, the subject property does not
possess sufficient integrity or distinctive architectural characteristics (criterion C/3). Finally, the
subject property is unlikely to yield information important in history or prehistory (criterion D/4).
Based on our research and analysis, the subject property as a whole (as distinct from its
improvements) was found significant under Santa Monica Landmark Ordinance criteria 1 and 6
(see Attachment B, fig. 1). To summarize reasons for this positive finding of local significance,
the subject property’s relationship to early town planning and contribution to Santa Monica’s
identity as a resort and leisure destination appear to make it significant for its association with
local history (criterion 1). The subject property’s physical characteristics of location and block
size appear significant under criterion 6.
Only the Palisades Wing appears locally significant as an individual building, with significance
as an early twentieth century apartment hotel (criterion 1) and as an example of the
Renaissance Revival style (criterion 4). Due to extensive alterations, the Ocean Tower (1959),
Administration Building (1938), and bungalows (1938 and 1946) have a low level of integrity, or
physical characteristics from an early period. The Palisades Wing (1924) has fewer alterations
and a moderate level of integrity.
The Miramar Hotel’s landscape is an important component of its identity. Because the Moreton
Bay fig tree has been locally designated, it has not been reevaluated. Mature trees and shrubs
contribute to the cultivated, garden-like quality of the landscape and appear significant for their
lush, abundant quality.
Any redevelopment of the site should include retention of the Palisades Wing, Moreton Bay fig
tree and landscape character. It is our professional opinion that a redevelopment plan that
recognized a balanced approach would not materially compromise the historic significance of
the subject property.
Reference table of findings
Following is a table that briefly summarizes the subject property’s significance under National
Register of Historic Places (National Register) and local eligibility criteria.
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Context or theme

Eligible building or
element

Early Santa Monica
townsite & formation

Property as whole,
including mature
landscape elements
Property as whole,
including mature
landscape elements
Palisades Wing

SML: criterion 1

Palisades Wing

SML: criterion 4

Ocean Tower

Not significant

Palisades Wing

Not significant

Palisades Wing,
Administration Building,
bungalows

Not significant

Tourism and leisure

Pattern of development:
apartment hotel
Architecture:
Renaissance Revival
style
Architecture: Hawaiian
high rise resort
WWII Redistribution
Center
Notable personages

Signficant under
National or
California Register
(NR/CR) or Santa
Monica Landmark
(SML) eligibility
criteria?
SML: criteria 1 & 6

SML: criterion 1

Based on our research outlined below, we recommend the following features be retained or
improved in the subject property’s rehabilitation as a luxury hotel/resort:
•

Retain the subject property’s single block-sized parcel rather than subdividing into
smaller parcels for redevelopment, consistent with its prior history and subdivider's
original intent;

•

Retain Moreton Bay fig tree;

•

Retain the Palisades Wing, constructed in 1924;

•

Retain and enhance visual relationship between subject property and Pacific Ocean;

•

Reintroduce openness of subject property towards Palisades Park and Ocean Avenue;

•

Provide lushly landscaped grounds incorporating mature landscape features, consistent
with subject property’s long-standing appearance.
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Background
Chattel Architecture, Planning & Preservation, Inc. is a full service historic preservationconsulting firm with statewide practice. The firm represents governmental agencies and private
ventures, successfully balancing project goals with a myriad of historic preservation regulations
without sacrificing principles on either side. Comprised of professionals meeting the Secretary
of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards (36 CFR Part 61, Appendix A) in
architectural history and historic architecture, the firm offers professional services including
historic resources evaluation and project effects analysis, and consultation on Federal, state
and local historic preservation statutes and regulations.
Research conducted as part of this analysis was a multi-pronged effort by Chattel Architecture
as well as by The Athens Group and your firm. Research on the subject property included an
official request for a chain of title from First American Title Corporation. Documentation located
at the subject property was consulted and includes original drawings, photographs, and
negatives of the hotel. Other resources consulted include Santa Monica Public Library Image
Archives, Santa Monica Public Library Outlook archives, Santa Monica City Directories, original
building permits from the Santa Monica Building Department, Bison Archives, Benjamin and
Gladys Thomas Air Photo Archive at UCLA, Los Angeles Public Library Photo Collection, as
well as the Los Angeles Times. In addition to archival research, site visits were performed by
qualified staff of Chattel Architecture on October 29, 2009 and January 28, 2010.
Review of the Santa Monica Historic Resources Inventory indicates a portion of the subject
property has previously been surveyed and identified as a potential local landmark. The
Palisades Wing was evaluated in 1986 and given the status code of 5* (equivalent to current
California Historical Resource Status Code 5S2), meaning it appears individually eligible for
local designation. 2 In addition, the Moreton Bay fig tree on the subject property is a designated
City of Santa Monica Landmark.
Regulatory Setting 3
National Register of Historic Places
The National Register of Historic Places (National Register) is the nation’s official list of historic
and cultural resources worthy of preservation. Authorized under the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, the National Register is part of a national program to
coordinate and support public and private efforts to identify, evaluate, and protect the country’s
historic and archaeological resources. Properties listed in the National Register include
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that are significant in American history,
architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture. The National Register is administered by
the National Park Service (NPS), which is part of the U.S. Department of the Interior.
As defined in National Register Bulletin #15, “How to Apply the National Register Criteria for
Evaluation,” resources are eligible for the National Register if they:
2

Johnson Heumann Research Associates, “Santa Monica Historical Resources Inventory Final Report”
(Phase 1), 1986, 10, and Leslie Heumann & Associates, “Santa Monica Historical Resources Inventory Final Report,
Phase 3,” 1994, 34.
3
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) is triggered by proposed discretionary alterations of
historical resources. Such analysis has not been performed as part of this assessment report since no application
has yet been prepared or filed.
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A)
B)
C)

D)

are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history; or
are associated with the lives of significant persons in or past; or
embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or
have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or
prehistory.

California Register of Historical Resources
The California Register was established to serve as an authoritative guide to the state’s
significant historical and archaeological resources (PRC §5024.1). State law provides that in
order for a property to be considered eligible for listing in the California Register, it must be
found by the State Historical Resources Commission to be significant under any of the following
four criteria; if the resource:
1)
2)
3)

4)

Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage.
Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past.
Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual or
possesses high artistic values.
Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history. (PRC §5024.1(c).)

In addition to meeting one of the four above criteria, California Register-eligible properties must
also retain sufficient integrity to convey historic significance. California Register regulations
contained in Title 14, Division 3, Chapter 11.5, §4852 (c), provide, “It is possible that historical
resources may not retain sufficient integrity to meet the criteria for listing in the National
Register, but they may still be eligible for listing in the California Register.” The California Office
of Historic Preservation (OHP) has consistently interpreted this to mean that a property eligible
for listing in the California Register must retain “substantial” integrity.
The California Register also includes properties which: have been formally determined eligible
for listing in, or are listed in the National Register of Historic Places (National Register); are
registered State Historical Landmark Number 770, and all consecutively numbered landmarks
after Number 770; points of historical interest, which have been reviewed and recommended to
the State Historical Resources Commission for listing; and city and county-designated
landmarks or districts (if criteria for designation are determined by OHP to be consistent with
California Register criteria). (PRC §5024.1(d).)
City of Santa Monica Landmarks Ordinance
The City of Santa Monica Landmarks Ordinance permits the Landmarks Commission to
designate a landmark if the structure under consideration meets one or more of the following
criteria:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

It exemplifies, symbolizes, or manifests elements of the cultural, social,
economic, political, or architectural history of the City.
It has aesthetic or artistic interest or value, or other noteworthy interest or value.
It is identified with historic personages or with important events in local, state or
national history.
It embodies distinguishing architectural characteristics valuable to a study of a
period, style, method of construction, or the use of indigenous materials or
craftsmanship, or is a unique or rare example of an architectural design, detail, or
historical type to such a study.
It is a significant or a representative example of the work or product of a notable
builder, designer, or architect.
It has a unique location, a singular physical characteristic, or is an established
and familiar visual feature of a neighborhood, community or the City. (SMMC
§9.36.100(a).)

Site and Building Descriptions
The subject property is comprised of a full city block bounded by Wilshire Boulevard, California
Avenue, Ocean Avenue, and 2nd Street (Attachment B, fig. 2). 4 In addition, the subject property
includes a parcel located on the east side of 2nd Street across the street from the subject
property (Attachment A, fig. 2; unless otherwise noted, figures refer to Attachment A). The
southern portion of the site contains a large asphalt parking lot along Wilshire Boulevard
bisected by a main driveway leading to the hotel entrance. This driveway encircles a large
Moreton Bay Fig tree (Ficus macrophylla) before doubling back to Wilshire Boulevard. A low,
one story bungalow is located to the west of the driveway, while to the east is a two story
building that runs along 2nd Street north of the parking lot. The Ocean Tower dominates the
northern portion of the property. Just north of the tower is a manicured lawn and pool area
separated from the street by the Palisades Wing to the east and a series of one and two story
bungalows to the north and west. The 2nd Street parcel is an asphalt paved parking lot.
Immediately recognized when touring the subject property is the relatively seamless interior
transitions between buildings where they connect, regardless of their construction date. While
the Palisades Wing, Ocean Tower, and Administration Building reflect three distinct periods and
architectural styles, it is difficult to detect where one building ends and another begins on the
interior due to the additions of elevator towers and construction of interior corridors between
these buildings.
Palisades Wing
The six story Palisades Wing, built in 1924, forms an L-shape along the northeast portion of the
block, lining California Avenue and 2nd Street (figs. 3-8). The Palisades Wing connects to the
Administration Building via the elevator tower on its south elevation at 2nd Street (fig. 9). At
slightly over six stories, the elevator tower rises higher than the Palisades Wing, with an exterior
treatment similar in materials to the Ocean Tower elevator addition.
The reinforced concrete frame building is clad in red brick with a standing seam, metal-clad
hipped roof. Aside from the portion of the south elevation which joins the elevator tower, most
4

Unless otherwise noted, figures will refer to Attachment A, Figures.
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elevations of the Palisades Wing are relatively uniform. The building was designed in the
Renaissance Revival style, and all elevations consist of simple classical elements of base,
shaft, and capital divided by stringcourses. The base corresponds to the 1st floor, which
features a simple pattern of over-painted glazed terra cotta. Between the 1st and 2nd floors, a
decorative string course runs around the entire perimeter of the building and contains a
repeating pattern of sculpted floral and cross elements. The 2nd to 5th floors comprise the shaft
of the building, and are clad in red brick. Between the 5th and 6th floors, a simple denticulated
stringcourse separates the shaft from the 6th floor to form the bottom of the capital. The 6th floor
has red brick capped at the roofline with a slightly wider denticulated stringcourse.
Each elevation has a regular pattern of steel horizontal sliding windows of varying shapes and
sizes. The treatment of window openings is largely uniform with terra cotta sills. While most
windows are unadorned, some windows contain a simple metal balustrade.
Entrances to the building are nominal, as the current circulation pattern for the hotel property
does not include a main entrance to this building. What was once the main entrance for the
Palisades Wing is located on the west elevation of the portion of the building located on 2nd
Street, which now opens to the manicured lawn and pool. The entrance features a simple
arched terra cotta door enframement embellished on the top with a decorative keystone in a
volute shape (fig. 10). Terra cotta reliefs of winged cherubs adorn both sides of the arch.
Engaged ionic columns enclose the doorway and support an entablature decorated with fleurde-lis and swords. This entabulature is topped with a protruding decorative element located at
the level of the stringcourse separating the 1st and 2nd floors. Above this entrance, the 2nd floor
window is flanked on the sides by decorative terra cotta Corinthian pilasters supporting an
entablature with a decorative frieze (fig. 11). Above the 2nd floor window entablature rests a
segmental broken pediment with a central cartouche containing the initials, “GFS.” A decorated
secondary entrance along California Avenue contains a door enframement of terra cotta
pilasters supporting a large entablature (fig. 12). The decorative detailing continues to the 2nd
story above this entrance, where the window is flanked by pilasters and topped with a smaller
entablature. A cloth canopied employee entrance is located along the 2nd Street elevation that
leads directly to the basement (fig. 13).
The interior of the Palisades Wing consists of double loaded corridors lined with hotel rooms.
The corridors have dark wood paneling on the lower half of walls, with decorative wood door
frames (figs. 14-15). Hotel rooms are uniformly decorated with baseboard and cornice
moldings, and all include bathrooms (fig. 16). An elevator is located in the center of the 2nd
Street portion (fig. 17). There are two discontinuous stairs with landings located in the corridors:
one located near the inside corner of the L shaped layout and one on at the south end of the
building (fig. 18). The basement contains service areas with linoleum floors and baseboard and
chair rail moldings (fig. 19). An attic space at the 6th floor level reveals exposed board formed
concrete and retains original hollow clay tile interior walls (not present on lower floors) (fig. 20).
Alterations:
The Palisades Wing has a moderate level of integrity on its exterior. Original windows visible in
historic photographs have been replaced with sliding metal windows. The hazy, pock-marked
surface of the masonry suggests the building was sand-blasted. 5 While terra cotta detailing at
5

It is known that white paint on the Palisades Wing façade was removed some time between 1974 and
1992 based on comparison of historic photographs. Sandblasting was completed in 1982, though it is unclear if this
work included entire building façade (Permit A3435).
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entrances remains, both this detailing and window sills have been over-painted. The roof has
been replaced. The Palisades Wing has been significantly altered on its interior. The hotel
rooms have been reconfigured several times, and wood paneling in corridors was installed in
recent renovations. The lobby is no longer extant. However, corridors and stairs retain their
original layout.
Administration Building
The two story building, built in 1939 with an addition in 1959, was historically used as an
administration building. It currently contains banquet rooms, spa and other guest services (fig.
21). The building is bounded by the parking lot to the south, 2nd Street to the east, the main
driveway to the west, and an elevator tower to the north, which connects to the Palisades Wing.
The Administration Building connects to the Ocean Tower along its west elevation.
The building is relatively simple in form, with a flat roof interrupted only by decorative sloped red
tile skirt roofs adorning the east and west elevations of the building’s 1939 northern portion (fig.
22). This parapet above is covered in light stucco. Along the 2nd Street elevation, a large
curved dark canopy demarcates the guest entrance connecting to the main hotel lobby (fig. 23).
A pink terrazzo sidewalk is located in front of this entrance (fig. 24). South of this are a series of
fixed steel windows and a small stepped platform shaded by a decorative red tile overhang at
the 1st floor level. The south portion of the building (1959 addition) is a block-like concrete
structure decorated with horizontal painted stripes. A service entrance is located in this portion
along the east elevation (fig. 25). The south elevation of the building is a simple painted
concrete wall decorated with darker horizontal stripes (fig. 26). A red brick retaining wall covers
the southwest corner of the building (fig. 27). The painted concrete wall continues along the
west elevation, flanked by a covered walkway leading to the Ocean Tower (figs. 28-29).
While the north elevation of this building terminates at the elevator tower, additions to the
Administration Building extend west of the Palisades Wing into the pool area. This section is
comprised of two connecting parts: a two story building with a hipped-roof and central dormer
wrapped on the second-story level by a metal balcony, and a one-story, enclosed patio
extension with full height windows and glass doors which contains the hotel restaurant edging
the pool (fig. 30). On the interior of the Administration Building, the Wedgewood and Starlight
Rooms (previously the Satellite Room) are located in the 1959 addition (figs. 31-32). Corridors
connect the building’s various sections (figs. 33-38), and a covered glass breezeway connects
the Administration Building to the Ocean Tower (fig. 39).
Alterations:
The Administration Building has been substantially altered on both its exterior and interior since
its construction in 1938. While historic photographs showing the building’s east elevation only
show the canopied entrance, it can be assumed that only the east elevation bears any
resemblance to the building’s earlier appearance. The Administration Building began as a one
story French colonial structure (fig. 40), but gained a half story by 1939 and became Spanish
colonial in style after 1946. Additions to the north (elevator tower, poolside additions including
two story building and covered patio extension), south (1959 addition) and west (glass
breezeway) have completely changed the nature of the building. The open gallery located
along the building’s west elevation was filled in to create the glass breezeway connecting to the
Ocean Tower. Casement windows visible in historic photographs have been in-filled. The
enclosed patio and two story addition on the building’s north elevation have greatly altered the
Administration Building’s footprint and relationship to its surroundings.
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On the interior, only the hallway running east-west from the 2nd Street entrance appears to be in
its original configuration. The large lobby (fig. 41) has been reconfigured, as has the original
dining room (fig. 42). Both the 1959 Wedgwood Room and Satellite Ballroom (now the Starlight
Ballroom) have been renovated numerous times and have lost significant original features,
including curvilinear ceiling contours (fig. 43).
Ocean Tower
The Ocean Tower sits roughly in the center of the lot, bisecting the subject property between
north and south. The building was designed in the Corporate Modern style, with elements of
Hawaiian high rise resort architecture. The Ocean Tower is rectangular in shape, with the
narrow sides parallel to Ocean Avenue. The 1st floor contains the lobby, while the 2nd through
9th floors contain hotel rooms.
The west elevation along Ocean Avenue contains a large covered canopy over a small curved
driveway from the street (figs. 44-45). The canopy roof is supported on each side by two
square, polished, stone clad columns (fig. 46). The west elevation features two balcony bays
flanking a wide paneled pier. The lower balcony balustrades are defined by three horizontal
concrete bands, and the upper balconies and central pier are covered with bands of green metal
panels and horizontal tinted glass.
The north and south elevations are eight bays wide, with rows of balconies projecting from the
main building envelope (figs. 47-48). The different materials utilized for balcony balustrades
create a diagonal pattern along these elevations (fig. 49). Towards the bottom of the building to
the east, balcony balustrades consist of a series of white horizontal beams. Moving up the
elevations, the number of balconies with this concrete pattern is incrementally reduced from the
west and is replaced with a pattern of tinted glass and painted metal balustrades. Balconies are
identically composed with steel frame windows and full height sliding doors placed on a
diagonal to the balustrade.
While the north elevation opens to the pool and manicured lawn, the south elevation contains
the main entrance from Wilshire Boulevard. The entrance is covered by a large white, metal
clad canopy spanning the width of the elevation (fig. 50). The central portion of the canopy
extends further than the rest and terminates with a large curved arch. Three wood double doors
open to the lobby, flanked on the sides by wide concrete pilasters (fig. 51).
The entire width of the east elevation is occupied by a large elevator tower (fig. 52). This
elevator tower rises significantly higher than the roof line of the Ocean Tower to encompass
elevator assemblies. The exterior treatment of the elevator tower is similar to the west
elevation, with a geometric pattern of tinted glass windows and dark green panels in smooth
concrete fascia.
On the interior, the lobby’s large, open space is supported by six square, stone-clad columns
(fig. 53). The floors consist of polished, inlaid stone. A conference room and hotel offices are
located in the west half of the 1st floor adjacent to the lobby. Two banks of elevators are located
on the east end of the Ocean Tower, adjacent to the corridor leading to the Administration
Building. A stairway is located near elevators in the building’s southeast corner (fig. 54). In the
Ocean Tower’s upper floors, corridors feature simple base and crown moldings and recessed
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lighting (fig. 55). Hotel rooms are relatively unadorned, with wall-to-wall windows accessing
small balconies (figs. 56-58).
Alterations:
Examination of historic photographs reveals that the exterior of the Ocean Tower has been
extensively altered. The original punched concrete balconies (fig. 59) were replaced with a
series of metal and glass railings in 1989. Alterations to the elevator tower on the east elevation
(also in 1989) further disrupted the original pattern of vertical piers (fig. 60), and added to the
elevator tower’s already significant height in relation to the Ocean Tower. 6 The height of the
elevator tower, towering above the Ocean Tower’s ten stories, gives the Ocean Tower a more
monumental appearance than it originally possessed. The addition of prominent entrance
canopies on elevations facing Ocean Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard has also significantly
altered the building’s appearance. In particular, replacement of the original single pier Ocean
Avenue entrance canopy (see again fig. 59) with a heavy, double metal and stone canopy
significantly changed the historic appearance of the west elevation.
The interior of Ocean Tower has also been significantly altered. The lobby has been renovated
numerous times. A contemporary written account reported that the lobby featured a mosaic
floor with “Hawaiian influence,” and furnishings including “custom rattan in dark teak finish with
tones of green, hand-woven fabrics.” 7 No Hawaiian-style interior decorative elements remain.
Likewise, hotel rooms and corridors have been extensively renovated, and no significant original
detailing is apparent.
North bungalows
The north bungalows include five bungalows along Ocean Avenue, California Avenue, and near
the Palisades Wing that form a loose U shape around the pool and manicured lawn. Bungalows
located nearest to the Palisades Wing were built in 1946 and are single story (figs. 61-63), and
the remaining bungalows are two story buildings built in 1938 (figs. 64-65). The bungalows are
similar in style and construction, with varying shapes and sizes. They are built close to one
another and have a clustered, unified appearance, with structural arches spanning some of the
pathways between bungalows (fig. 66). The bungalows feature a variety of both flat and asphalt
shingled hipped roofs with dormers. Fenestration consists of multi-light metal casement
windows, and many bungalows include French doors opening onto patios. Simple decorative
elements found on all elevations of the stucco clad bungalows include a stone base, a stone
string course approximately four feet above grade, and a wood cornice at roof line. Two story
bungalows feature a projecting roof eave at the 1st story level lining the bungalow perimeter. On
the interior, the bungalows have loft ceilings and relatively open floor plans (figs. 67-68).
Alterations:
Historic photographs reveal that the north bungalows are heavily altered on both the exterior
and interior. The bungalows along Ocean and California previously consisted of five individual
single story buildings, which were connected through hyphens into one building in 1946 (fig. 69).
The bungalows near the Palisades Wing were originally two separate structures and were
joined around 1989. The joining of the all the bungalows disrupted the physical pattern of the
original layout and changed the cottage-like nature of the bungalows (figs. 70). The addition of
6

The elevator tower was built two stories higher than the height of the Ocean Tower; an unconfirmed report
suggests the elevator tower was built taller to give the owner the flexibility to add two additional floors to the
structure at some point in the future.
7
“Hotel completes 10-story addition,” Los Angeles Times, July 19, 1959, F14.
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2nd stories to bungalows along Ocean and California also greatly altered the appearance of the
buildings. No original windows or doors remain. One original element may be the roof’s eave
between the 1st and 2nd floors of two story bungalows, possibly the original roof line of one story
bungalows.
The connection of the bungalows caused the radical reconfiguration of the north bungalow
interiors. Since their connection, the bungalows have been extensively renovated. Alterations
include the creation of loft ceilings (rooms would have had flat ceilings originally). It was not
possible to locate any original historic features on the interior of the north bungalows.
South bungalow
South of the Ocean Tower, a small one story bungalow is located along Ocean Avenue north of
the parking lot. The shape of the south bungalow is an H-shaped unit to the south (figs. 71-73)
connected with a longer, rectangular shaped addition to the north (figs. 74-75). The roof of the
H-shaped unit and the north addition is double hipped. The south bungalow contains a variety
of double hung windows and French doors. On the east elevation, doors open to the driveway,
and on the west elevation, doors open to covered brick patios and a small lawn.
Alterations:
The exterior of the south bungalow exhibits fewer alterations than the north bungalows. A
bungalow previously connected to the structure via the north addition was demolished between
1989 and 1991. The building generally retains its original roofline, though skylights have been
added in at least two locations. The north addition, which dates from 1946, retains its original
porch and grillwork piers. The south, H-shaped section retains several original windows (figs.
76-78). The interior of the south bungalow has been more extensively altered than the exterior,
as the walls were reconfigured in 2000 (fig. 79). The bungalow retains its original fireplace (fig.
80).
Landscape
Lush landscaping has been a distinguishing feature of the property since inception of the hotel
and before. Today, landscape of the property consists mainly of mature trees surrounded by
low lying shrubs and flowering plants, with patches of manicured lawn (Attachment B, fig. 3).
The boundary of the property is defined by a brick retaining wall along Ocean and California
Avenues, and low bushes and an ironwork gate along Wilshire Boulevard. Various species of
palm trees are concentrated along the edges of the subject property, and found in lesser
numbers on the interior. Palm trees species include California Fan Palms (Washingtonia
filifera), Mexican Fan Palms (Washingtonia robusta), Canary Island Date Palms (Phoenix
canariensis) as well as Queen Palms (Syagrus romanzoffianum).
While the south side is largely taken over by the main entrance driveway and parking lot, the
most prominent landscape feature on the south side of the property is the large Moreton Bay fig
tree located just south of the Ocean Tower (see discussion below). Strips of lawn with flowering
bushes surround the main entrance driveway and the south bungalow. To the north of the
Ocean Tower, the area encircled by the north bungalows contains an irregular shaped
swimming pool and surrounding concrete patio enclosed by a low retaining wall. A manicured
lawn encompasses the rest of the space between north bungalows and the pool and contains a
variety of bushes, low flowering plants, and mature trees.
Moreton Bay fig tree
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The Moreton Bay fig tree was designated a City of Santa Monica Landmark in August 1976 (LC
No. 03-007) (figs. 81-82). As part of this designation, the Santa Monica Landmarks
Commission established a 50-foot radius around the tree as the landmark parcel. The size of
the landmark parcel was opposed by then-owner Fujita Corporation on the grounds that the
landmark parcel should be smaller in size. On September 28, 1976, the Santa Monica City
Council denied the appeal and upheld the 50 foot radius. The circular drive was constructed by
Fujita in 1978 pursuant to a Planning Director waiver from the standard certificate of
appropriateness requirement.
Alterations:
As seen in historic photographs, over the twentieth century the subject property’s landscape
went from being relatively open, dominated by gardens and lawn, to being covered by
numerous buildings and hardscape. However, the lush quality, visible in Jones-era historic
photographs, remains due to the abundance of mature trees and shrubs on the subject
property. The landscape remains a distinguishing feature of the subject property despite the
fact that it has been altered in at least three different campaigns. In 1938, the Administration
Building, bungalows, and south parking lot were added. In 1959, addition of the Ocean Tower
took up much remaining open space and obstructed the historic main approach to the Miramar
Hotel from Ocean Avenue. Finally, the addition of a new U-shaped driveway from Wilshire
Boulevard in 1978 covered area previously occupied by landscaping. At least three palm trees
appear to correspond to trees in historic photographs from Senator Jones’ ownership, and are
tall enough to have been planted around this early period. It is likely these palms date to the
late nineteenth or early twentieth century, but this has not yet been confirmed. The swimming
pool dates to 1991, and replaced a 1946 pool in the same location.
The subject property’s landscape previously had a stronger visual relationship connection to the
Pacific Ocean, with a low wall separating the grounds from Ocean Avenue and the view of the
Pacific Ocean beyond (fig. 83). The visual relationship between the subject property’s
landscape and Pacific Ocean changed with the replacement of the low wall with a 6 to 8 foot
high brick wall along Ocean Avenue, which uniformly obstructs views of the Pacific Ocean from
the subject property at ground level (fig. 84).
2nd Street parcel
The 2nd Street parcel features a parking lot is located between 1111 and 1137 2nd Street. The
lot has been owned by the Miramar since at least 1950, when a hotel garage was located onsite
(fig. 85).
Historic Context
In order to evaluate the significance of the subject property under local, state, and national
criteria, we have identified the following historic contexts.
Early Santa Monica town site
The original Santa Monica town site, bounded by the Pacific Ocean on the west, 26th Street on
the east, Montana Avenue on the north and Colorado Avenue on the south, belonged to two
ranchos, San Vincente and San Vincente y Santa Monica. It was sold to Senator Jones and
Colonel Robert S. Baker (d. 1894) in 1872 by José del Carmen Sepulveda. 8 The town was
8

Ingersoll, 142.
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platted by Jones and Baker and sold in 1875. The sale coincided with the arrival of the Los
Angeles & Independence Railroad in 1875 (another interest of Senator Jones’ who was one of
seven directors of the company). The town grew quickly – within a few months, over 100
structures had been erected and over 600 plots sold. 9
As originally subdivided, blocks were 320 by 600 feet in size, and lots were 150 by 50 feet. A
strip of land along the coast was reserved as open space (part of which became Palisades
Park). Ocean Avenue was made wider than the rest of the streets (200 feet wide rather than
80-100 feet), giving it the capacity to become a promenade. Land for a public plaza was set
aside at 7th Street and California Avenue (now Christine Emerson Reed Park). Though Jones
later used the block occupied by the subject property for his residence, it was reportedly one of
two blocks reserved for hotel use on the original platting map. 10 In its block size and eventual
hotel use, the subject property bears significant connection to the formal plans of Santa
Monica’s founders and early town site.
Tourism and Leisure
Santa Monica has been a popular tourism and leisure destination from the 1850s through the
present day, 11 and the Miramar Hotel contributed to this dimension of the City’s identity. In the
1850s and 1860s, visitors used wagons to navigate dirt roads to Santa Monica and camped in
Santa Monica Canyon. With the arrival of the Los Angeles & Independence Railroad in 1875,
visitors could easily access Santa Monica, and the number of hotels and visitor
accommodations increased substantially. The rail line became the Southern Pacific Railroad in
1877, and later the Pacific Electric Railway line (Los Angeles’ “Red Car” system) in 1911. 12 The
quick connection from Los Angeles allowed visitors to come for day excursions or for extended
stays, relaxing at the beach and patronizing local eateries and bars.
Along with accessible transportation, Santa Monica’s status as a tourism and leisure destination
was influenced by its failure as a commercial port. Colis P. Huntington (1821-1900), owner of
Southern Pacific Railroad, attempted to make Santa Monica the primary commercial port of Los
Angeles, constructing the 4,720 foot Long Wharf in 1893. In 1897, a Congressional board ruled
in favor of San Pedro as Los Angeles’ official deep water port, and Long Wharf was primarily
used for passenger vessels before being dismantled in 1920. 13 The failure of Huntington’s
proposal meant that warehouses, freight movers, and railway connections did not dominate
Santa Monica’s coast, freeing it for resort and residential development.
Numerous pleasure piers, including the Ocean Park Pier (1897), Bristol Pier (1905), and the
Million Dollar/Pickering Pier (1911) focused tourism and leisure activities at the beachfront. By
the time the North Beach Pier was constructed in 1898, Santa Monica was fully developed as a
beach resort, with numerous bath houses and shanties along the water 14 and a number of
small scale hotels in addition to the 150 room Arcadia Hotel. The construction of the Looff
Pleasure Pier in 1917, with its Hippodrome Carousel (City of Santa Monica Landmark and
National Historic Landmark), Bowling and Billiard Building, Aeroscope ride, and La Monica
9

Ingersoll, 147.
Ingersoll, 145.
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2004, 16.
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14
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Ballroom (1924) connected directly to a streetcar line and brought even greater numbers to
Santa Monica for recreational purposes.
Hotels geared towards the accommodation of visitors were present from 1872 forward. 15 Early
hotels included the Santa Monica Hotel, Morongo House, and Seaside Hotel (all demolished). 16
The Arcadia Hotel, located on the bluff, featured a restaurant and a ballroom with live music
(demolished). 17 By the 1920s, when the subject property first operated as a hotel, a number of
beach clubs that included hotel lodging were located along the beach, including Club Casa Del
Mar (1925), the Edgewater (1925), the Breakers (1926), and the Deauville (1927). Only the
National Register-listed Club Casa del Mar is still extant. 18 More modest tourist hotels were
located on the Ocean Park Promenade in the 1920s and 1930s. 19 Between the Great
Depression and WWII, hotel building continued at a slower pace and included the exclusive
Georgian Hotel (City of Santa Monica Landmark, 1415 Ocean Avenue) in 1933, and the
Streamline Moderne Hotel Shangri-la (City of Santa Monica Landmark, 1301 Ocean Avenue) in
1939. 20 Beach clubs with accommodations declined in popularity in Santa Monica after WW II,
but hotels on the ocean bluff proliferated throughout the twentieth century.
Several local properties have been found significant for their social and cultural association with
Santa Monica’s resort and recreation history. At the local level, City of Santa Monica
Landmarks include: Palisades Park, 21 Loof Hippodrome, and Santa Monica Pier. The ShangriLa Hotel was designed as a City of Santa Monica Landmark based in part on its association
with the tourism and recreation context. 22 On a state and national level, Club Casa del Mar was
designated for listing in the National Register based in part on association with this context. 23
Apartment Hotels
Apartment hotels have been identified as an important property type in Santa Monica, and the
Palisades Wing is a representative example of this property type. The apartment hotel is a
residential property type that reached its height of popularity in the 1920s. It was during this
period that developers saw the need for housing that could accommodate both seasonal visitors
and year-round residents. 24
Four to five stories tall, apartment hotels were constructed of brick or reinforced concrete
construction. Apartment hotels typically employed popular architectural styles, such as
Mediterranean/Spanish Colonial, Tudor, Renaissance, and Classical revival styles. Rectangular
building configurations as well as U-shaped configurations were particularly prevalent, although
configurations in the shape of an L, T or a barbell were also used, which allowed for natural light
15
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to reach side units. These buildings often featured elaborate architectural detailing on their
primary and/or street-facing facades. Features commonly found in apartment hotels include
courtyards, fountains, basements, gracious lobbies, and facilities associated with maid
service. 25
Several apartment hotels are located in the area of Santa Monica bounded by Montana Avenue
on the north, 2nd Street on the west, Wilshire Boulevard on the south, and 17th Street on the
east. 26 Apartment hotels of the 1920s designated City of Santa Monica Landmarks include the
Embassy Hotel Apartments at 1001 3rd Street, the Georgian Hotel at 1415 Ocean, the National
Register-listed Sovereign Apartment Hotel at 205 Washington Avenue, and the National
Register-listed Charmont Apartments at 330 California Avenue.
WWII Redistribution Centers
Redistribution Centers were first developed in 1943 by the AAF to mitigate psychological effects
of WWII and generate appropriate assignments for its forces. Resorts in a number of cities
were rented or purchased by the AAF and effectively taken over for this purpose. At
Redistribution Centers, AAF staff assessed returning officers and crew and reassigned them
either back to the war front, or to other national or international duty. Visiting for part of their
month-long leave, officers and crew had no responsibilities except to attend appointments with
psychiatrists, surgeons, and senior officers in which they were assessed for future duty. 27
At the height of operations, Redistribution Center No. 3 (of which the Miramar Hotel was a part)
provided quarters for over 3,000 members of the military per month. 28 Redistribution Center No.
3 included five other Santa Monica hotels including the Shangri-La Hotel, the Club Casa Del
Mar, the Ocean Palms Hotel at 1215 Ocean Avenue (demolished), the Edgewater Beach Club,
and the Grand Hotel (both located at Pico Boulevard on the beach and later demolished). The
Miramar Hotel was specifically used for officers and their wives. Couples were charged the
modest amount of $25 for ten days for shared accommodation at the Miramar Hotel. 29
Hawaiian High Rise Resort Architecture
The post WWII boom of hotel-building in Hawaii was fueled by the increasing availability of
affordable passenger air travel, and Hawaii’s admission into the United States as the fiftieth
state in 1959. 30 Prior to WWII, Hawaii was only accessible to affluent travelers who arrived by
ocean liner. The first Hawaiian high rise resorts were built in Waikiki between 1948 and 1953
and included the Edgewater, Reef, Surfrider, Waikiki Biltmore, and Princess Kaiulani hotels. 31
Tourism continued to increase in the last half of the twentieth century, and significant numbers
of high rise resorts were built on the islands of Oahu and Maui. A notable early high rise
development is Ka‘anapali on Maui Island, designed as a master-planned resort destination in
the 1960s (fig. 86).
Miramar Hotel owner Joseph Massaglia Jr. (d. 1969), who owned the subject property between
25
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1949 and 1968, commissioned the Ocean Tower in 1959. Previous to this commission,
Massaglia purchased the Waikiki Biltmore Hotel in 1955 (fig. 87). Influences from contemporary
Hawaiian resort architecture on the Ocean Tower’s exterior can be identified in its lanai
balconies, balcony and entrance canopy detailing, prominent verticality of piers, and white color
(fig. 88). As described in a contemporary report, the interior also featured Hawaiian-inspired
elements, including teak furnishings and a mosaic floor in the lobby. 32
Surrounding neighborhood
Palisades Park
The subject property is located opposite Palisades Park, a linear park at the top of the ocean
bluff, initially known as Linda Vista Park, which stretches from Colorado Boulevard on the south
to the north city limits along the west side of Ocean Avenue (for locations of properties in
surrounding neighborhood, see fig. 89). Palisades Park was given a 5* evaluation in 1986
(meaning property appears individually eligible for local designation), 33 determined eligible for
the National Register in 1994, and designated a City of Santa Monica Landmark in 2007 (figs.
90-91). 34 The City acquired the land in two parcels. The first, south of Montana Avenue, was a
gift in 1892 from Senator Jones and Mrs. Arcadia de Baker, widow of another City founder. The
second parcel, to the north, was deeded to the City by Santa Monica Land and Water Company
shortly thereafter. Historically, the most notable features in Palisades Park were the Pacific
Electric Railway station at the foot of Broadway and the Camera Obscura, a dark room with
mirrors and prisms that reflected the ocean and park. The "Sunset Trail" began at the foot of
Palisades Avenue, and led down the palisades, through a tunnel, and onto the highway. The
trail closed in 1955 after a landslide blocked the tunnel. Benches were installed in 1923 35 and
date palms (Phoenix canariensis) have since replaced the eucalyptus trees lining Ocean
Avenue. Current focal points include a statue of St. Monica at the foot of Wilshire Boulevard
and a rose garden surrounded by Washingtonia palms across from the intersection of Idaho and
Ocean Avenues. 36
Ocean Avenue
Ocean Avenue, once lined with eucalyptus trees, was anchored at its southern end by the
Arcadia Hotel (1886), one of the earliest large hotels to promote Santa Monica as a resort
destination. 37 While single family homes designed in the Craftsman style were located on
Ocean Avenue in the late 1800s, revival styles later dominated construction. 38 In the 1920s,
apartment hotels began to replace single family residences. Notable apartment hotels of the
1920s on Ocean, including El Tovar (1927) and the Georgian (1926) are part of the “Elegant
Apartment Buildings” thematic grouping identified in the Santa Monica Historic Resources
Inventory in this area. Also on Ocean Avenue, the Shangri-La Hotel (1939) is a later example of
large scale hotel development. Ocean Avenue was not identified as an historic district or
potential historic district in the Santa Monica Historic Resources Inventory.
32
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2nd Street
Residential and professional buildings are located across 2nd Street from the subject property.
At the corner of California Avenue and 2nd Street, the Mediterranean influenced Marmora
Apartments (204-206 California Avenue) were designed in 1923 by developer Albert M. Easton
at a time when many single family residences in the Palisades Tract were replaced by multifamily housing (fig. 92). The Marmora Apartments were identified as 5S3 in the 2007 North of
Wilshire Boulevard Area update (NOWA update) of City of Santa Monica Historic Resources
Inventory, meaning the property appears individually eligible for local designation based on
survey evaluation. 39 South of the Marmora Apartments and north of the parking lot owned by
the Miramar Hotel, the Huntley Hotel at 1111 2nd Street was built in 1965. It has not been found
significant in architectural surveys (fig. 93). At 2nd Street and Wilshire Boulevard, the Santa
Monica Medical Center (1137 2nd Street) is a rare example of the Regency Moderne style (fig.
94). The building, constructed in 1945, received a 5S3 evaluation in the 2007 NOWA update.
Wilshire Boulevard
Commercial buildings are located south of the subject building along Wilshire Boulevard. At the
southwest corner of Wilshire and Ocean, 100 Wilshire Boulevard is a twenty-one story office
high-rise built in 1971 and designed by Nadel Architects (fig. 95). It is our professional opinion
that 100 Wilshire Boulevard, designed in the Corporate Modern style, will gain significance over
time. East of 100 Wilshire Boulevard is 120 Wilshire Boulevard, built around 1997 as a multilevel parking structure with ground floor commercial space and currently occupied by Pacific
Western Bank and Trust (fig. 96). At the northeast corner of Wilshire Boulevard and 2nd Street,
201 Wilshire Boulevard is a two story commercial building built in 1948 and extensively
renovated (and possibly wrapped with an addition) in 1980 (fig. 97). At the southeast corner of
Wilshire Boulevard and 2nd Street, 202 and 214 Wilshire Boulevard are two story commercial
buildings built after 2000 (fig. 98). None of the above properties along Wilshire Boulevard were
found significant in previous survey evaluations.
California Avenue
Residential buildings are located north of the subject property along California Avenue. At the
northwest corner of California and Ocean Avenue, Santa Monica Bay Towers (101 California
Avenue) built in 1964, is a fourteen story multifamily residential high-rise tower (fig. 99). East of
Santa Monica Bay Towers, 123 California Avenue is a three story multi-family residential
building built in 1959 (fig. 100). At the northeast corner of 2nd Street and California Avenue is
213 California Avenue, a five story multifamily residential building built in 1989 (fig. 101). None
of the above properties along California Avenue were found significant in previous survey
evaluations.
Property History
The following property history is organized according to chronology of ownership of the subject
property.
1874-1912: John P. Jones
The subject property was originally bought by Senator John Perceval Jones (1829-1912), one of
the founders of the City of Santa Monica. The senator was born in England in 1829 before
39
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immigrating as a baby with his parents to Cleveland, Ohio. During the Gold Rush, Jones, along
with a group of other investors, purchased a ship to navigate around South America’s Cape
Horn to arrive in San Francisco in 1850. 40 While trying his luck with mining and other business
ventures, Jones was at one point elected Sheriff of Trinity County in Northern California. Jones
first entered state politics in 1863 when he was elected to the California State Senate. 41 He
served four years as a state senator before moving to Nevada to invest in mining operations.
Jones struck it rich when he and a group of developers discovered the Comstock Lode in 1872,
a discovery that made Jones a multimillionaire. Jones reentered politics and was elected to the
United States Senate as a Republican senator of Nevada in 1873 for five terms until 1903. 42 He
became heavily involved in monetary issues (generally in support of Nevada’s silver interest)
and in 1897 joined the Republican Silver Party. 43 During this time he purchased, along with
Colonel R. S. Baker, the San Vicente Rancho in 1874 and started to develop what is now the
City of Santa Monica. The original town site extended from Colorado Avenue on the south to
Montana Avenue on the north and from the Pacific Ocean on the west to 26th Street on the east.
First lots of land were sold July 15, 1875 and the City of Santa Monica was officially
incorporated 11 years later in 1886. 44
Jones reserved the subject property along the Pacific Ocean for himself, and built a stately 30room mansion on the site, as well as a tennis court and greenhouses 45 in 1888 (Attachment B,
fig. 4 and Attachment A, figs. 102-103). Historic photographs show that the site was lushly
landscaped and included Washingtonia robusta palms, several of which may remain today,
along with the Moreton Bay fig tree planted before 1900 by his second wife, Georgina Frances
Sullivan (designated a City of Santa Monica Landmark in 1976) (figs. 104-105). 46
1912-1915: King Gillette
Razor magnate King Gillette (1855-1932) and his wife Atlanta purchased the property from
Jones. 47 Born in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, Gillette followed a family tradition of product
invention, as his father and siblings filed several patents and his mother authored a best-selling
cookbook. He married Atlanta Gaines in 1890 and was working as a travelling salesman when
he conceived of his great invention: the disposable safety razor. 48 Gillette filed the patent in
1899 and formed the Gillette Safety Razor Company in 1901, which achieved sales of 91,000
handles and 12.4 million blades in 1904.
Financial success allowed Gillette to focus on his philosophical interest in utopianism. He
believed business and industrial efficiencies should be harnessed to address social inequities,
and proposed a “World Corporation” to unite the entire globe in one company for the fair
distribution of resources. While Gillette is best remembered for the safety razor, he was also an
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author. He published The Human Drift in 1894, a book proposing that society be reorganized so
people would need to work only five years in their lifetime. 49
The Miramar property was one of a number of properties and estates Gillette purchased in
Southern California during this period upon retiring there around 1913. His interest in real
estate was probably influenced by the need to accommodate his large extended family and his
utopian ideals. 50 Gillette renovated Jones’ house, erected a 12-room residence at the north end
of the property for occupation by his brother, and added landscape features. 51 He leased part
of the property to the Santa Monica Military Academy, which was listed at Wilshire Boulevard
(formerly known as Nevada Avenue) and California Avenue in 1915 advertisements. 52
1915-1920: J. C. H. Ivins
Hotelier and real estate developer J. C. H. Ivins (1849-1925) and wife Maud Ione Ivins
purchased the subject property from Gillette in 1915 and by 1920 had turned it into the Miramar
Hotel (fig. 106). 53 Born in Kirtland, Ohio, Ivins worked in the hotel industry in Philadelphia
(where he served on the City Council) and New York before moving to Los Angeles in 1902. 54
He built the Hotel Ivins at the corner of Figueroa and 10th Streets (10th Street is now Olympic
Boulevard) and operated it until 1915. 55
Ivins acquired the subject property through a trade with Gillette, exchanging his own Hotel Ivins
for the subject property. 56 Alterations to the site under his ownership appear minimal. Along
with the house built by Gillette on the north end of the property, the 1918 Sanborn fire insurance
map reveals a smaller, L-shaped building located on the property close to 2nd Street and to the
south of the larger house (erected by Gillette) near California, but it is unknown whether Jones,
Gillette, or Ivins erected the building, or how it functioned (Attachment B, fig. 5).
1921-1929: Gilbert F. Stevenson
Gilbert F. Stevenson (d. 1938) and Carrie Y. Stevenson owned the subject property from 1921
to 1929. A Los Angeles millionaire, Stevenson shared Gillette’s interest in utopian communities.
Stevenson purchased a five acre lemon ranch at Highland and Prospect (now Hollywood
Boulevard) in 1904, 57 later subdividing it for development. He founded the Antelope Valley
community of Woodlake in 1912, with the goal of developing a model planned community
among citrus groves. 58 He purchased around 13,000 acres for the town site in 1908 and selffinanced several infrastructure projects. He later authored The Secrets of Plutology; a Treatise
on the Cause and Cure of Financial Depressions in 1931, which drew heavily from previous
owner John P. Jones’ 1893 address to Congress on the topic. 59 He also wrote A Model State –
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Making a Utopia out of California in 1936. Similar to Gillette, Stevenson lost his fortune in the
Great Depression. 60
In 1924 Stevenson constructed the Palisades Wing, 61 an L-shaped, six story hotel of reinforced
concrete construction at the northeast corner of the subject property, which still stands (fig.
107). 62 The architect of the Palisades Wing was William Ache. The building functioned as an
apartment hotel in the 1920s, and was advertised as “Miramar Hotel and Apartments.” In
apartment hotels, visitors could reside for short or longer term stays, and long term residents
had full use of hotel services and could eat in the dining room at a discount. 63 Stevenson
planned two additional, connecting wings totaling 800 rooms to be laid out in an E-shape,
resembling the layout of the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles and the Huntington Hotel in
Pasadena (fig. 108). The plan also included a significant landscaped open space along the
west edge of the subject property. With the arrival of the Great Depression, these expansion
plans were abandoned and he was forced to sell the property. Stevenson also converted the
original Jones residence into a clubhouse and constructed the ocean-side Variety Beach Club
below the Palisades (no longer extant). 64 He planned either to construct an elevator that ran
down the cliff 65 or a tunnel from Wilshire Boulevard through the cliffs to connect the upper club
house with the beach club, 66 but the plans were not pursued. Citizens National Trust and
Savings Bank took possession of the property in 1929.
Willam Ache
William Ache (1885 or 1886-1957) was a Los Angeles based architect who designed in a broad
range of building types. He moved to the Los Angeles area in 1905 and designed several
residential projects in Santa Monica, including 1837, 2116, and 2407 La Mesa Drive (19241925). 67 He was best-known for the design of citrus packing houses, as he designed 60
packing houses throughout the Southwest including at Indio, Santa Barbara, and Lindsay in
California, as well as Phoenix and Yuma in Arizona. He also designed the Moravian Church in
Downey. 68
1931: J.C. Mullins, D.H. Radcliffe, and C.A. Sheedy
A group of three men purchased the property from the bank in 1931 and held it for a year. No
significant alterations occurred in that time.
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1932-1940: Santa Monica Miramar Company
The Santa Monica Miramar Company, a corporation owned by bankers and businessmen
including M.H. Lewis, J.C. Mullins, D.H. Radcliffe, C. A. Sheedy, A.C. Berghoff, J.E. Stroup, and
J.P. Crutcher, ran the Miramar Hotel between 1932 and 1940. 69
In 1938, existing buildings on site were demolished (with the exception of the Palisades Wing) in
preparation for a phase of new construction. 70 Eight bungalows were built ranging in size from
three to five rooms (Attachment A, figs. 109-113 and Attachment B, fig. 6). Five bungalows
were located along Ocean, two bungalows along California west of the Palisades Wing, and one
bungalow at the corner of California and Ocean (fig. 114). 71 A one-story Administration Building
(which remains in highly altered form) was built south of the Palisades Wing in the same year,
and a 2nd story was added soon after (figs. 115-118). In 1939, an oval shaped pool and cabana
building were added south of the Administration Building (figs. 119-120). Residential architect
Kirby B. Ferguson designed all structures added between 1932 and 1939. Historic photographs
reveal that the Palisades Wing was painted white in 1939 and remained painted until the late
1980s.
1940-1949: Thomas E. Hull
Hotelier Thomas E. Hull (1893-1964) 72 purchased the Miramar property in 1940 and soon
began updating the hotel buildings and grounds in a manner that reflected his other projects in
the region. In the 1930s, Hull developed the successful “El Rancho” chain of western-themed
motels in California. Hull has been called the “Father of the Las Vegas Strip” for his
development of the 1940 El Rancho Vegas, the first roadside hotel/casino resort on the Strip. 73
On a visit to Las Vegas, Hull realized that the completion of “Highway 91 to Los Angeles (from
Las Vegas)…shifted the community’s dependence from rails to pavement and pulled Las Vegas
into Los Angeles’s orbit.” 74 He saw that as Los Angeles grew, so too would Las Vegas and that
this growth, largely fueled by automobile transportation, would provide a market for his style of
auto hotel. 75 Hull had experience updating historic hotels, as he purchased the Mayfair Hotel in
downtown Los Angeles in 1932 76 and owned the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel between1943 and
1954, both dating from the 1920s and popular with the Hollywood elite. In these projects and at
the El Rancho Vegas, Hull sought to combine “all of the guest’s needs” in one convenient
location, including recreation, dining, and entertainment. 77 Hull realized that aspects of older
luxury hotels (on-site restaurants and in-house services) were also key elements of a successful
hotel/motel enterprise. His innovation involved “extending the services and ambience of first
class hotels into motels and auto courts, places where luxury had been previously unseen.” 78
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Alterations to the Miramar Hotel property during the period of Hull’s ownership reflect his focus
on making the hotel a destination and increasing its relative luxury. Architect Frank W. Green
(1896–1960) 79 connected existing bungalows into two continuous buildings of guest rooms and
added two new bungalows located within the Palisades Wing “L” in 1946 (Attachment A, figs.
121-122 and Attachment B, fig. 7). The same year, Green completed addition and alterations to
the Administration Building (fig. 123), and alterations and repartitioning of the Palisades Wing
rooms. Hull also commissioned a poolside dance floor and pool screen 80 (1940) and alterations
to the coffee shop in the Administration Building (1945) (fig. 124). He replaced the original
swimming pool (measuring 26 by 66 feet) with a larger one (measuring 35 by 70 feet) in the
same oval shape (1946). It is likely that neon signage on the Palisades Wing (no longer extant)
and cursive signage mounted on low walls at the main entrance was also added during Hull’s
ownership (fig. 125).
1944-1945: United States Army Air Force Redistribution Center
Between January 1944 and November 1945, the Miramar Hotel was leased by the AAF for use
as a part of the Santa Monica Redistribution Center (Redistribution Center No. 3) in WWII.
Further details are provided below. No architectural features or alterations are known to date
from this period.
1949-1968: Joseph Massaglia, Jr.
Joseph Massaglia, Jr. took over ownership of the Miramar Hotel in 1949, and owned the
Miramar through the “Hull Miramar Company” corporation until 1951, suggesting that Hull was a
stockholder until that point. Massaglia was connected to Hull through his ownership of the El
Rancho motel in Gallup, New Mexico and owned hotels in Los Angeles, Texas, and Oklahoma
prior to the Miramar. His hotel holdings increased greatly throughout the 1950s, and came to
include numerous hotels in the American northeast, Midwest, and Hawaii. His largest purchase
was the Hotel New Yorker in New York City in 1956 for $20 million. 81 Massaglia’s success in
the hotel field enabled him to build a $3 million, ten story Ocean Tower in 1959 at the center of
the site west of the Administration Building (Attachment A, fig. 126 and Attachment B, fig. 8).
Both the new building, designed by Frank Green, and other alterations undertaken during
Massaglia’s ownership, evidence the continued importance of creating a multi-faceted resort
destination.
The Ocean Tower featured 200 rooms, each with large windows and lanai-style balconies on
north and south elevations. The main lobby was shifted from the Administration Building to the
ground floor of the Ocean Tower (fig. 127), with entrances on Ocean Avenue (fig. 128) and 2nd
Street, and a connecting corridor to a new ballroom addition in the Administration Building.
Albert Parvin & Co., who executed the building’s interior design, also worked on the Tropicana
Hotel (1957) and the Flamingo Hotel addition in Las Vegas. 82 The Ocean Tower included a
restaurant on the south side of the ground floor (fig. 129). 83 Renovations to the Administration
Building included the conversion of the Palm Room to the Wedgewood Room and the addition
of the Satellite Ballroom (figs. 130-131).
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Permit history during Massaglia’s ownership reveals several other features present during the
period, including a “town club” in the basement of the Administration Building, which received
numerous renovations in 1966 (see Attachment C, Building Permits). The club may have been
accessed via the building’s 2nd Street entrance, which was renovated in 1961 (fig. 132).
Bungalow number 20, north of the parking lot, was converted into a beauty salon (1965). “Jo Jo
Coffee Shop” was added to the lobby of the Ocean Tower (1957, fig. 133). Permit history
reveals that the hotel took on a more commercial aspect during the 1950s and 1960s through
addition of a number of signs. A large neon sign with two foot lettering identified the Miramar on
the west elevation (fig. 134). There were also signs for “Tiki Jo Restaurant” at the corner of
Ocean and California Avenues (1960), a 15 foot by 7 foot wall sign at an unidentified location
(1963), one for “Leon’s Beauty Coiffures” along Ocean Avenue north of Wilshire Boulevard
(1965), a 30 foot high, 14 foot wide pole sign on the corner of Wilshire Boulevard and 2nd Street
(1965), two 10 foot by 10 foot signs on the north and south elevations and a 6 foot x 33 foot sign
on top of the Ocean Tower (1967), and a “Jo Jo Coffee Shop” sign on 2nd Street (fig. 135).
Frank W. Green
Architect Frank W. Green, designer of the Miramar’s 10 story Ocean Tower and various site
alterations in the 1940s, also designed the 1950 “resort” or “cabaña” wing of the Hollywood
Roosevelt Hotel. The Hollywood Roosevelt wing, designed in the “Contemporary Modern” or
“American International” style, 84 consisted of “60 large guest rooms with baths and showers,
private sundecks, a spacious swimming pool, a poolside snack bar and an outdoor barbeque.” 85
Green worked for the construction firm Davies Keusder & Brown, 86 which specialized in motel
construction, and also designed an addition to the National Register listed Riverside Hotel in
Reno, Nevada that included a casino, restaurant, and theater. 87
Wayne McAllister
Massaglia commissioned noted local architect Wayne McAllister (1907-2000) for a poolside
restaurant in 1951(an addition to the Administration Building in Fig Restaurant’s current
location). McAllister designed numerous iconic diners, drive-ins, nightclubs and hotels in
California and Nevada including the Sands Hotel in Las Vegas (1952), Biltmore Hotel’s
Rendezvous Room and Biltmore Bowl (1934), Bob’s Big Boy restaurants in Toluca Lake,
Glendale, and Van Nuys, and the Los Feliz Brown Derby expansion (1940). 88 McAllister worked
with Thomas E. Hull on several projects including the Cinegrill at the Hollywood Roosevelt
(where he may have designed other elements) and the El Rancho motel chain. 89
1968-1973: The Lurie Company
Abraham M. Lurie was a major developer in Marina del Rey, with holdings including hotels,
apartment buildings, restaurants, shops, and boat slips. Lurie’s public-private enterprise project
of two waterfront hotels in Marina del Rey, begun in the 1960s, foundered in the 1980s as one
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hotel failed and another never got built. 90 Lurie was the subject of negative media coverage in
1989 when he sold half of his Marina holdings to members of a Middle Eastern investment
group headed by billionaire Saudi Arabian businessmen and arms brokers Khalid and Abdul
Aziz Al-Ibrahim (relations of King Fahd) in order to avoid bankruptcy. The partnership was
taken to bankruptcy court ten years later, with the Saudi investors accusing Lurie of fraud and
gaining control of two hotel properties (six hotels were foreclosed upon). 91
Few significant alterations occurred on the Miramar property during Lurie’s ownership.
Alterations included remodeling of a dining room in the Administration Building, offices in the
Palisades Wing, and one bungalow room, as well as enclosure of existing stairways at an
unidentified location on site.
1973-1999: Fujita Corporation
In 1973 the Miramar was taken over by the Fujita Corporation, who also owned the eightbuilding Torrance Industrial Center. By the late 1990s, Fujita owned more than four million
square feet of industrial, office and hotel properties throughout the United States, primarily in
California. 92 Fujita’s ownership was part of a wave of Japanese real estate investment in North
American markets in the late 1970s and 1980s. 93
The Japanese corporation undertook a $33 million renovation and made Sheraton the hotel
operator for the Miramar property in 1978. A U-shaped driveway and wrought iron fencing
along Wilshire Boulevard were added prior to 1989 (fig. 136). The Ocean Tower was given a
seismic retrofit in 1989, and an 8-story elevator tower was added between the Palisades Wing
and the Administration Building. Also in 1989, the lanai balconies were extensively altered, with
glass and metal replacing existing concrete in over half of balcony railings (figs. 137-138).
Interior spaces on the premises were remodeled around this time. 31 bungalow rooms north of
the Ocean Tower were extensively renovated in 1991, and 2nd stories were added to three
bungalow groups (Attachment B, fig. 9). This work left only 50% of the bungalow buildings’
exterior or load-bearing walls remaining (per city Code for "minor" remodels). Photographs
show that white paint on the Palisades Wing exterior had been removed by 1986, and a permit
for sandblasting in 1982 suggests the paint was removed from masonry at that time (fig. 139).
Additional changes include replacement of the swimming pool (for the second time) in 1981,
lounge renovation in the ten story Ocean Tower in 1991 (Attachment B, fig. 10), addition of
health club (1992) and spa (1994), and addition of two bungalow rooms (1992 and 1997).
Renovations to dining spaces in the Administration Building occurred throughout their ownership
(figs. 140-141).
1999-2006: Maritz, Wolfe & Co.
St. Louis-based Maritz, Wolfe & Company, led by Chairman Lewis Wolfe, purchased the
Miramar property from Fujita in 1999. The company has holdings that include the San
Francisco Fairmont, the Four Seasons in Houston, Boston's Copley Plaza, and New York’s
Carlyle Hotel. 94 Maritz, Wolfe made Fairmont Hotels operator of the Miramar property. It is
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notable (though not historically significant) that in 2000, the Miramar remained unionized and
was the only remaining unionized hotel in Santa Monica. 95
Under Maritz, Wolfe’s ownership the bungalow buildings were re-roofed (2000). The bungalow
south of the Ocean Tower was renovated, work which involved wall demolition and erection
(2000). Most rooms in both the Palisades Wing and the Ocean Tower were remodeled, and an
outdoor spa was constructed (2000). The dining room and coffee shop in the Administration
Building were converted to exercise rooms in 2001.
2006-present: Michael S. Dell
Texas computer magnate Michael S. Dell, who invests through an entity called MSD Capital,
purchased the subject property in 2006 and is the current owner. Dell is the chairman of the
Board of Directors and chief executive officer (CEO) of Dell, Inc., the computer company he
founded in 1984 with $1,000 and the novel strategy of direct sales to consumers. 96 Dell’s direct
sale strategy allowed the company to eliminate the cost of stores and build to demand. 97 In
2010, Dell continues to remain competitive.
Dell purchased the Miramar Hotel with the goal of upgrading it. 98 While no significant exterior
alterations have occurred over his period of ownership, a number of interior improvements have
been made to hotel corridors, guest rooms, lobby, and restaurant.
Significant Residents and Visitors
The subject property has hosted numerous celebrities and dignitaries over 90 years in
operation. The celebrity with the longest period of residence was actress Greta Garbo (19051990), who lived in the Palisades Wing from 1925 99 until 1929 – her longest period of residence
in any property in the United States. The Miramar Hotel was her first residence upon her arrival
to America. 100 Jazz musician and bandleader Louis Jordan, actress Susan Hayward, and
Senator and Mrs. John F. Kennedy stayed in the Palisades Wing for brief visits. First Lady
Eleanor Roosevelt, actresses Marilyn Monroe and Jean Harlow, 101 aviator Charles Lindbergh,
Supreme Court Justice Earl Warren, and President Bill Clinton were overnight guests in the
bungalows. 102 Betty Grable was singing at the Miramar Hotel bar in 1931 when she was
spotted by MGM scouts and signed. 103 That Touch of Mink, starring Cary Grant and Doris Day,
was filmed at the Miramar Hotel in 1962.
Evaluation of Significance
Following is an evaluation of the subject property using National Register, California Register,
and City of Santa Monica Landmark Ordinance criteria. This evaluation integrates research
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completed on the history of the subject property and observations specific to the subject
property’s physical qualities. The subject property was judged against its established historic
context.
National/California Register
To address the subject property’s eligibility, it was first assessed under all four National and
California Register criteria. Resources are eligible for the National and California Register if
they have significance under one of the following four criteria, and if they possess integrity of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
A/1)

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
our history

It is necessary to examine the subject property in association with the apartment hotel, which
constitutes a significant pattern of development in early twentieth century multi-family residential
architecture. The Palisades Wing is a relatively rare local example of early twentieth century
apartment hotel architecture, a type of development which has been found significant in the
history of Santa Monica. The building shares features with other Santa Monica apartment
hotels, including use of a particularly architectural style (Renaissance Revival), increased
ornamentation on a primary façade (the west-facing façade along 2nd Street), a basement, and
service areas that may have been associated with maid service. While the Palisades Wing is a
relatively rare local example of the apartment hotel type, the building does not possess
sufficient integrity to be found significant for association with this pattern of development at the
state and national level. Replacement of windows and roof, addition of the elevator tower, and
extensive interior alterations have negatively affected the building’s integrity.
As the Miramar Hotel was the location of a United States AAF Redistribution Center for almost
two years between January 1944 and December 1945, it is necessary to examine the subject
property for its association with WWII. In order to be eligible for association with WWII under
criterion A/1, the subject property would have to be associated with a significant facet of WWII
history, and sufficiently illustrate that facet of history.
AAF Redistribution Centers played a significant role WWII history as it relates to the “home
front.” However, the subject property does not sufficiently illustrate this facet of WWII history to
be considered significant within this context. The subject property bears no detectable physical
evidence of this time period. The Club Casa del Mar and the Shangri-La Hotel, both utilized for
Santa Monica’s Redistribution Center, have greater integrity from the period and better illustrate
the facet of history. Due to these reasons, the Miramar Hotel does not have a close enough
historical association with WWII to have state or national significance under criterion A/1.
For these reasons, the subject property is not significant under criterion A/1.
B/2)

Are associated with the lives of significant persons in our past

In order for a property to be found significant under criterion B/2, the property must have been
associated with an individual whose activities are demonstrably important on a local, state, or
national level. The property must be associated with the period of the individual’s productive
life, and should be the location that best represents the productive life of the individual in
comparison with other associated properties.
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The ownership and development history of the subject property bears connections to four
significant persons: Senator John P. Jones, razor magnate King Gillette, hotelier Thomas E.
Hull, and actress Greta Garbo. Each individual was demonstrably important at a local, state, or
national level. However, the paucity or lack of remaining architectural features from the
respective periods of ownership or involvement of Jones, Gillette, and Hull diminishes the
subject property’s significance by reason of association with them. The subject property is not
strongly associated with Garbo’s productive life and important work. For these reasons, the
subject property is not significant under criterion B/2.
The property boundaries of the subject property were established by Senator John P. Jones,
who first purchased the original town site block. Aside from the property boundaries, the only
remaining feature from Jones’ ownership that can be conclusively identified is the Moreton Bay
fig tree (already a local landmark). As noted above, it is possible that three Canary Island date
palms on the subject property date from the Jones period, but cannot be conclusively proven.
Jones' connection to these landscaping features does not constitute sufficient architectural
integrity to qualify the subject property for association with him. No features added during
Gillette’s period of ownership remain. During Hull’s ownership, several building and landscape
alterations were completed, but the only alterations that are known to remain are additions
connecting the 1938 bungalows. These bungalow additions have since been extensively
altered.
While Garbo’s four year residency in an apartment of the Palisades Wing between 1925 and
1929 occurred during the productive period of her career, the Palisades Wing is not a residence
that bears strong association with her productive life work. 104 There is no evidence that Garbo
filmed or performed live at the subject property. Furthermore, between 1926 and 1928 she
legally maintained the residence but lived with actor John Gilbert. Garbo occupied 11
residences in California during her time in Hollywood between 1925 and 1953; all residences
except for the subject property were maintained for less than four years. 105
For these reasons, the subject property is not significant under criterion B/2.
C/3)

Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or
that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual
distinction

In order for a property to be found significant under criterion C/3, it must be found to have
significant architectural qualities. Of the buildings belonging to the subject property, none
embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction in the described
manner. While one building (Ocean Tower) and one building feature (Administration Building
restaurant) may be the work of a master, neither retains sufficient integrity to be significant for
design association. The subject property as a whole does not represent a significant entity of
components lacking distinction.
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The type, period, and construction method of the Palisades Wing do not distinguish it on a state
or national level. The building represents a modest version of the Renaissance Revival style.
The Palisades Wing’s L-shaped layout resulted from a partially realized plan, a fragment of a
proposed E-shaped layout. Had the proposed plan been realized, the Palisades Wing might
have featured more distinctive characteristics of its type, and resembled contemporary hotels
such as the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles and the Langham Huntington Hotel in Pasadena.
The Ocean Tower previously embodied the distinctive characteristics of a high rise Hawaiian
resort. The subject building’s lanai balconies, balcony and entrance canopy detailing, strong
verticality of piers, and white color connect it to hotels in Waikiki built in the same period.
However, alterations to the lanai balconies, entrance canopies, and lobby have changed the
Ocean Tower’s appearance and severed its connection with Hawaiian resort architecture. The
Ocean Tower does not have architectural significance within this context.
Architect Frank W. Green, designer of the Miramar Hotel’s Ocean Tower and various site
alterations in the 1940s, was a master in the field. He participated in significant hotel projects
including the 1950 wing of the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel in Los Angeles and an addition to the
Riverside Hotel in Reno. However, the Ocean Tower possesses insufficient integrity to be
significant for association with his design. William McAllister was also a master, having
designed numerous iconic diners, drive-ins, nightclubs and hotels in California and Nevada, but
the restaurant he designed is so heavily altered that it can no longer be recognized. Architect
William Ache, designer of the Palisades Wing, did not achieve enough importance on a regional
or national level to be characterized as a master. Ache specialized in citrus packing houses
and was not known for his residential designs.
For the reasons stated above, the subject property is not significant under criterion C/3.
D/4)

Have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.

In order for a property to be found significant under criterion D/4, the property must have, or
have had, information to contribute to an understanding of human history or prehistory, and the
information must be considered important. The subject property has not yielded information
important in history or prehistory to date, and is unlikely to do so. For this reasons, the subject
property is not significant under criterion D/4.
All buildings on the subject property have been significantly altered (both interior and exterior),
and do not convey a sense of history or important historical information. It is possible that
archaeological traces of John P. Jones-era foundations or activities exist underground.
However, given the high level of soil disturbance caused by construction and landscaping over
the last century, there is low probability that such information remains. The site’s landscape has
been significantly altered in at least three different campaigns including in 1938 (new
administration building, bungalows, and parking lot), 1959 (landscaping around the Ocean
Tower), and the early 1980s (new U-shaped driveway from Wilshire Boulevard). The grounds of
the subject property are therefore unlikely to yield significant archaeological information in the
future.
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City of Santa Monica Landmark Ordinance
To address the subject property’s eligibility, it was also assessed under each of the following six
Santa Monica Landmark Ordinance criteria (SMMC §9.36.100(a)):
(1) It exemplifies, symbolizes, or manifests elements of the cultural, social, economic, political,
or architectural history of the City.
The Miramar Hotel manifests elements of the cultural and social history of Santa Monica in
three aspects: its association with the formation of the town of Santa Monica, its exemplification
of Santa Monica’s identity as a tourism and recreation destination, and as an example of the
apartment hotel pattern of development. For these reasons, the subject property, independent
of its improvements, may be considered significant under criterion 1.
The block occupied by the subject property was reportedly one of two reserved for hotel use on
the original platting map, 106 and is one of the few un-subdivided blocks intact from when Santa
Monica was first platted in 1875. In addition to the fact that it has not been subdivided, the site
retains one or more landscape features from the period of Jones’ ownership. The Moreton Bay
fig tree, dating to 1889, has been designated a City of Santa Monica Landmark. It is possible
that three Canary Island date palms on the subject property and palm trees lining the perimeter
of the block were planted during the earliest period of development; this aspect of the subject
property requires further research. Features including lot size and early landscaping features
appear significant for their association with the early town planning and development of the City.
As described above, Santa Monica was a popular tourism and leisure destination from the
1850s onward. The subject property has operated as a resort almost continuously for 90 years,
complete with seaside location and amenities including swimming pool, dining and dancing
facilities. It features a rare residential element of Santa Monica’s early resort past, the
Palisades Wing. In these aspects, the Miramar Hotel exemplifies the tourism and leisure
context of Santa Monica’s history.
The Palisades Wing is a rare local example of early twentieth century apartment hotel
architecture, a type which has been found significant in the history of development of Santa
Monica. Four other apartment hotels have been designated as City of Santa Monica
Landmarks, including the Embassy Hotel Apartments, Georgian Hotel, Sovereign Apartment
Hotel, and Charmont Apartments. The building shares a number of features with these
apartment hotels, including use of a particular architectural style (Renaissance Revival),
increased ornamentation on a primary façade (the west-facing façade along 2nd Street),
basement, and service areas that may have been associated with maid service. As a rare local
example of this important pattern of development, the Palisades Wing is significant under
criterion 1. 107
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(2) It has aesthetic or artistic interest or value, or other noteworthy interest or value.
None of the buildings belonging to the subject property has sufficient aesthetic or artistic interest
or value to be found significant under criterion 2. The buildings were constructed at different
periods over the course of development and redevelopment of the property. While certain
buildings relate to distinct architectural periods, they do not stand out individually with particular
artistic or aesthetic interest. In short, none of the buildings individually embodies outstanding
architecture. For this reason, the subject property is not significant under criterion 2.
(3) It is identified with historic personages or with important events in local, state or national
history.
The history of the subject property bears connections to four historic personages, including
Senator John P. Jones, razor magnate King Gillette, hotelier Thomas E. Hull and actress Greta
Garbo. However, the paucity of remaining architectural features from their respective periods of
ownership or involvement of Jones, Gillette and Hull makes it difficult to find the structures
existing on the subject property significant by reason of association with any of the four. As
described above, the nature of Garbo’s residency in the Palisades Wing does not qualify the
subject property as significant for association with her productive life. For these reasons, the
subject property is not significant under criterion 3.
The property boundaries of the subject property were established by Senator John P. Jones,
who first purchased the original town site block. Aside from the property boundaries, the only
remaining feature from Jones’ ownership that can be conclusively identified is the Moreton Bay
fig tree (already a City of Santa Monica Landmark). As noted above, it is possible that three
Canary Island date palms on the subject property date from an early period of the property’s
development. No features known to have been added during King Gillette’s period of ownership
remain. During Thomas E. Hull’s ownership, several building and landscape alterations were
completed, but the only alterations that remain are 1946 additions connecting the 1938
bungalows. The bungalow additions have since been extensively altered. For these reasons,
the subject property is not significant under criterion 3.
(4) It embodies distinguishing architectural characteristics valuable to a study of a period, style,
method of construction, or the use of indigenous materials or craftsmanship, or is a unique
or rare example of an architectural design, detail, or historical type to such a study.
Of the buildings existing on the subject property, only the Palisades Wing has a distinguishing
architectural characteristic as a relatively rare local example of early twentieth century
Renaissance Revival multi-family residential architecture. The building represents a simplified
iteration of the Renaissance Revival style without features commonly found in other examples
such as window enframement at each level, belt courses between upper floors, and detailed
parapet. Regardless, the Palisades Wing may be considered significant for its style under
criterion 4.
No other building on the subject property is significant under criterion 4. With the alteration of
lanai balconies and Ocean Avenue entrance canopy in 1989 and extensive remodeling of the
lobby, the Ocean Tower lost key character defining features of high rise Hawaiian resort
architecture. The Ocean Tower no longer has distinguishing architectural characteristics related
to this style.
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The south bungalow is the only bungalow that retains its original layout and massing. However,
the bungalow is highly altered on its interior, and does not retain sufficient architectural
characteristics from its period of construction to be considered architecturally significant. For
these reasons, the subject property is not significant under criterion 4.
(5) It is a significant or a representative example of the work or product of a notable builder,
designer, or architect.
The Miramar Hotel is not significant under criterion 5. Architect Frank W. Green, designer of the
Miramar’s 1959 addition and various site alterations in the 1940s, was a notable architect and
participated in other hotel projects including the 1950 wing of the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.
While the Ocean Tower is the work of a notable architect, it is too highly altered to be assessed
in association with Green’s design. A restaurant completed by notable architect Wayne
McAllister in 1951 is highly altered and no longer recognizable as his design. Architect William
Ache, designer of the Palisades Wing, was not a notable architect. He specialized in citrus
packing houses and was not known for his residential designs. For these reasons, the subject
property is not significant under criterion 5.
(6) It has a unique location, a singular physical characteristic, or is an established and familiar
visual feature of a neighborhood, community or the City.
The subject property features the singular physical characteristic of a block-size parcel. Senator
John P. Jones, one of Santa Monica’s founding fathers, originally reserved the property for his
stately mansion. The subject property’s block-sized parcel, intact from Santa Monica’s platting
in 1875, is one of the few from the original town site to not be further subdivided over the
intervening years.
Furthermore, the subject property occupies an oceanfront location directly connected to its
function at the prominent intersection of Wilshire Boulevard and Ocean Avenue. The subject
property’s use as a luxury hotel/resort was prompted by proximity to the adjacent bluffs and
seaside. In 1926 an affiliated beach club was built directly below the subject property, further
connecting the Miramar Hotel to the sea. While this club no longer remains, the oceanfront
placement of the subject property constitutes an historically relevant aspect of location.
Through at least three campaigns of replanting, the property retains its lush landscaped
character, which began with the gardens and greenhouses of Senator Jones.
For these reasons, the subject property, as distinct from its improvements, appears to be
significant under criterion 6.
Conclusion:
Assessment of the Miramar Hotel under National and California Register criteria indicates that
the subject property does not appear eligible for National or California Register listing, and
therefore is not an historical resource as defined by national or state eligibility criteria.
Assessment of the subject property under Santa Monica Landmark Ordinance criteria indicates
that the property as a whole appears eligible for City of Santa Monica Landmark status, and is a
potential historical resource as defined by local standards with presumptive significance under
CEQA. The Moreton Bay fig tree, a City of Santa Monica Landmark, has presumptive
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significance under CEQA. The Palisades Wing also has presumptive significance and appears
to merit consideration as a local landmark. For the reasons described above, none of the other
existing structures appears to merit local designation.
Please call me at (818) 788-7954 if you have any questions.
Very truly yours,
CHATTEL ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING & PRESERVATION, INC.
By: _________________________________
Robert Jay Chattel, AIA, President

Attachments: Attachment A, Figures
Attachment B, Maps and Plot Plans
Attachment C, Building Permits

Attachment A: Figures

California Avenue

Wilshire Boulevard

Second Street

Ocean Avenue

Figure 1: Aerial view of Miramar Hotel with subject property outlined in red, including 2nd Street parcel (Google Maps, 2010).

Figure 2: 2nd Street parcel containing parking lot and tent, view east (CA,
2009).

Figure 3: Palisades Wing, north and west elevations, view southwest (CA,
2009).

Figure 4: Palisades Wing, west elevation, view southwest (CA, 2009).

Figure 5: Palisades Wing, north elevation along California Avenue, view
south (CA, 2009).

Figure 6: Palisades Wing, west elevation detail
(2nd Street section), view northeast (CA, 2009).

Figure 7: Palisades Wing, west elevation (right) and south elevation (left),
view northeast from Hotel Tower (CA, 2009).

Figure 8: Palisades Wing, west elevation
detail showing proximity to bungalows (CA,
2009).

Figure 9: Administration Building and elevator tower connecting Administration Building to Palisades Wing, east elevation along
2nd Street, view northwest (CA, 2009).

Figure 10: Palisades Wing north elevation
detail, California Avenue entrance (CA, 2009).

Figure 11: Palisades Wing, north elevation,
entablature framed window above California
Avenue entrance (CA, 2009).

Figure 12: Palisades Wing, north elevation detail showing entrance (CA, 2009).

Figure 13: Palisades Wing, east elevation detail, canopied subterranean entrance (CA,
2009).

Figure 14: Palisades Wing, first floor corridor, view north from elevator tower between Palisades Wing and Administration Building
(CA, 2009).

Figure 15: Palisades Wing upper floor corridor (CA, 2009).

Figure 16: Palisades Wing, typical hotel room (CA, 2009).

Figure 17: Elevator, Palisades Wing (CA, 2009).

Figure 18: Palisades Wing service stair (CA,
2009).

Figure 19: Palisades Wing, basement corridor showing service areas, Note linoleum flooring and wood base boards and chair rail (CA,
2009).

Figure 20: Palisades Wing, 6th story attic
space showing board-formed concrete walls
with hollow clay tile interior walls (CA, 2009).

Figure 21: Administration Building, east elevation, view west (CA, 2009).

Figure 22: Administration Building, east elevation along 2nd Street, view
northwest (CA, 2009).

Figure 23: 2nd Street entrance, east elevation detail, view west (CA, 2009).

Figure 24: 2nd street entrance to Administration Building, detail of terrazzo sidewalk in front of Administration Building (CA, 2009).

Figure 25: Administration Building, connection of 1939 portion with 1959
addition, east elevation along 2nd Street, view northwest (CA, 2009).

Figure 26: Administration Building along 2nd Street, east elevation,
view northwest (CA, 2009).

Figure 27: Administration Building, south elevation, view northwest (CA,
2009).

Figure 28: Administration Building,
south elevation, detail of southwest corner (CA, 2009).

Figure 29: Administration Building, west elevation, view southeast. Note
Moreton Bay fig tree on left (CA, 2009).

Figure 30: Administration Building, west elevation additions (CA, 2009).

Figure 31: Administration Building, Wedgwood Room (Miramar Hotel Archives,
date unknown).

Figure 32: Administration Building, Starlight Ballroom (Miramar
Hotel Archives, date unknown).

Figure 33: Administration Building corridor from 2nd Street entrance, view
west (CA, 2009).

Figure 34: Elevator tower between Palisades Wing and Administration
Building, view west (CA, 2009).

Figure 35: View into connecting corridor
between Palisades Wing and Administration Building, view north into Palisades
Wing (CA, 2009).

Figure 36: Palisades Wing, first floor corridor, view from elevator tower
(CA, 2009).

Figure 37: Administration building, breezeway corridor (CA, 2009).

Figure 38: Administration Building, first floor corridor leading to ballrooms
(CA, 2009).

Figure 39: Administration building breezeway connecting to Hotel Tower
(CA, 2009).

Figure 40: One story Administration Building, view northeast (Miramar
Hotel archives, 1939).

Figure 41: Miramar Hotel lobby in the Administration Building circa
1940s , view west (Dick Whittington, Bison Archives, c. 1950s).

Figure 42: Interior view of Administration Building, date unknown
(Bison Archives, c. 1950s).

Figure 43: Interior of Wedgewood Room inside Administration Building, possibly in the 1960s (Miramar Hotel archives, c. 1960s).

Figure 44: Ocean Tower, west elevation, view east (CA, 2009).

Figure 45: Ocean Tower, west elevation
detail, view northeast (CA, 2009).

Figure 46: Ocean Tower, south elevation detail, view west (CA, 2009).

Figure 47: Ocean Tower, north elevation, view southeast (CA, 2009).

Figure 48: Ocean Tower, south elevation, view northeast (CA, 2009).

Figure 49: Ocean Tower, south elevation
detail, view west (CA, 2009).

Figure 50: Ocean Tower, south elevation
detail, view west (CA, 2009).

Figure 51: Ocean Tower, south elevation
detail, lobby entrance (CA, 2009).

Figure 52: Ocean Tower, east elevation,
view west from roof of Palisades Wing
(CA, 2009).

Figure 53: Ocean Tower lobby, view west (CA, 2009).

Figure 54: Ocean Tower, stair with continuous, streamline railing (CA, 2009).

Figure 55: Ocean Tower, typical corridor (CA, 2009).

Figure 56: Ocean Tower, typical hotel room CA, 2009).

Figure 57: Ocean Tower, view of balcony
from hotel room (CA, 2009).

Figure 58: Ocean Tower, typical balcony detail (CA, 2009).

Figure 59: Ocean Tower entrance from Ocean Avenue with lanai
balcony detailing visible, view northwest (Bison Archives, 1959).

Figure 60: Miramar Hotel along Ocean Avenue showing Ocean
Tower addition that was completed in 1959, view southeast. Lack of
neon sign on Ocean avenue elevation suggests the photograph was
taken soon after construction (Bison Archives, date uknown).

Figure 61: Single story bungalows near Palisades Wing, view west (CA,
2009).

Figure 62: Single story bungalows near Palisades Wing, view east (CA,
2009).

Figure 63: Single story bungalow near Palisades Wing, view west.

Figure 64: Bungalow along Ocean Avenue showing second floor addition (CA,
2009).

Figure 65: Bungalows along Ocean Avenue, east elevation showing second floor
addition, view south (CA, 2009).

Figure 66: Archway between bungalows
along Ocean Avenue (CA, 2009).

Figure 67: Bungalow interior (CA, 2009).

Figure 68: Bungalow interior (CA, 2009).

Figure 69: Row of bungalows along Ocean Avenue, view northeast
(Miramar Hotel archives, date unknown).

Figure 70: Bungalow facing Ocean Avenue, view north (1939, Bison
Archives).

Figure 71: South bungalow, west elevation of H-shaped section, view
northeast (CA, 2009).

Figure 72: South bungalow, detail of west elevation of H-shaped section,
view east (CA, 2009).

Figure 73: South bungalow, east elevation of H-shaped section, view west
(CA, 2009).

Figure 74: South bungalow, east elevation of north section, view northwest (CA,
2009).

Figure 75: South bungalow, north section, west elevation, view northeast
(CA, 2009).

Figure 76: South bungalow, south elevation, view west (CA, 2009).

Figure 77: South bungalow, south elevation, detail of original casement
window (CA, 2009).

Figure 78: South bungalow, south elevation, detail of original double hung window
(CA, 2009).

Figure 79: South bungalow interior (CA, 2009).

Figure 80: South bungalow, original fireplace (CA, 2009).

Figure 81: Moreton Bay fig tree with driveway visible on left, view northeast (CA, 2006).

Figure 82: Detail of Moreton Bay fig tree, view north (CA, 2006).

Figure 83: Main entrance on Ocean Avenue showing low wall,
view northeast (Bison Archives, 1939).

Figure 84: Miramar Hotel from Ocean Avenue, view east. As illustrated by
comparison to 1939 historic photograph above, connection to Pacific Ocean is
now obstructed to a greater extent by wall, and main entrance has moved to
Wilshire Boulevard (CA, 2009).

Figure 85: 2nd Street parcel, previously the site of
Miramar garage across the street from the Miramar
Hotel, view northeast (Bison Archives, date unknown).

Figure 86: Ka„anapali on Maui Island, Hawaii in the late 1960s. Ka„anapali
is a master-planned destination resort developed in the 1960s with high rise
hotels similar to those in Waikiki (Hibbard, 86).

Figure 87: Waikiki Biltmore Hotel, Waikiki, Hawaii. Miramar Hotel
owner Joe Massagla purchased this Hotel in 1955 and commissioned
the Ocean Tower in 1959 (Hibbard, 77).

Figure 88: Advertisement for Foster Tower, Waikiki, 1964 (Hibbard,
81). Note architectural similarities
to Ocean Tower as originally designed, including balconies and
white color.

Figure 89: Aerial view of subject property and surrounding neighborhood.
Red dashed line surrounds subject property. Properties highlighted red have
either been found significant in the City of Santa Monica Historic Resource Inventory with 5S3 evaluations, or have City of Santa Monica Landmark status
(Palisades Park). Properties highlighted grey have not been found significant in
survey evaluation. Aerial photograph courtesy of Google Maps, 2010.

Figure 90: Palisades Park, a City of Santa Monica Landmark eligible for
listing on the National Register, view north (CA, 2010).

Figure 91: Palisades Park from across Ocean Avenue, view west (CA,
2010).

Figure 92: Marmora Apartments, 204-206 California Avenue, view southeast (CA, 2010).

Figure 93: Huntley Hotel, 1111 2nd
Street, view east (CA, 2010).

Figure 94: Santa Monica Medical Center ,1137 2nd Street, view east
(CA, 2010).

Figure 95: 100 Wilshire Boulevard, view southwest (CA, 2010).

Figure 96: 120 Wilshire Boulevard, built around 1997 as a parking
structure with ground floor commercial space, view southeast (CA, 2010).

Figure 97: 201 Wilshire Boulevard, west elevation, view east. The commercial building was built in1948 and extensively renovated in 1980 (CA,
2010).

Figure 98: 202 Wilshire (right) and 214 Wilshire (left), view southeast (CA, 2010).

Figure 99: Santa Monica Bay Towers at 101 California Avenue, multifamily residential building built in 1964, view northeast (CA, 2010).

Figure 100: 123 California Avenue, a multi-family residential building built in 1959,
view east (CA, 2010).

Figure 101: 213 California Avenue, a multi-family residential building
built in 1989, view northeast (CA, 2010).

Figure 102: John P. Jones residence from Ocean Avenue, view northeast (Santa
Monica Public Library Image Archives, 1897).

Figure 103: John P. Jones residence,, view northeast (Santa Monica Public Library
Image Archives, date unknown).

Figure 104: Walkway along Ocean Boulevard, note the John P. Jones residence to the
right of the photo, view northwest (Santa Monica Public Library Image Archives, 1895).

Figure 105: Photo caption reads, “Part of the grounds at Miramar, Santa Monica Cal” (Santa
Monica Public Library Image Archives, 1900).

Figure 106: Miramar Hotel at corner of California and Ocean Avenue, view southwest. Note
sign for Miramar Hotel (Santa Monica Historical Society, c. 1915-1920).

Figure 107: The Palisades Building as it appeared from Ocean Avenue
before addition of Bungalows which occurred in 1938, view north (Miramar
Hotel archives, date unknown).

Figure 108: Rendering of planned hotel of which Palisades Wing was
the northern section and the only section built (Los Angeles Times,
January 1, 1924).

Figure 109: Palisades Wing and bungalow after 1938, view north (Bison Archives, date unknown).

Figure 110: Aerial photo showing bungalows and Administration Building, view northeast
(The Benjamin and Gladys Thomas Air Photo Archives, Spence collection, 1939).

Figure 111: Main entrance to Miramar Hotel property, view northeast showing bungalows. Note the bungalows have not yet been
joined (Dick Whittington, Bison Archives, c. 1939).

Figure 112: Rows of bungalows along Ocean Avenue, September
18, 1939, view northwest (Bison Archives, 1939).

Figure 113: Bungalows, view northwest. Caption reads, “looking
across dining terrace towards cottages” (Bison Archives, 1939).

Figure 114: Bungalow at corner of California and Ocean Avenue, view
north (Miramar Hotel archive, date unknown).

Figure 115: Main entrance to Miramar Hotel from Ocean Avenue, view northeast, showing Administration Building and Palisades Wing. Note Administration Building has been given a second story and Palisades Wing has been
painted white (Santa Monica Public Library Image Archives, c. 1940s).

Figure 116: Main entrance to Miramar Hotel from Ocean Avenue, view northeast, showing Administration Building and Palisades Wing. Note Administration Building has been given a second story and Palisades Wing has been
painted white (Santa Monica Public Library Image Archives, c. 1940s).

Figure 117: Administration Building, “cocktail lounge” (Dick Whittington, Bison Archives, c. 1940s).

Figure 118: Interior view of Administration Building (Bison Archives,
date unknown).

Figure 119: Miramar Hotel swimming pool, view northwest. Note
Moreton Bay Fig tree to the left of the frame and Administration Building to the right (Bison Archives, 1939).

Figure 120: Pool area of Miramar Hotel, view southeast (Dick
Whittington, Bison Archives, date unknown).

Figure 121: Aerial photo showing bungalow conversion after 1946
and before construction of Ocean Tower in 1958, view northeast
(Bison Archives, date unknown).

Figure 122: Bungalows south of Moreton Bay Fig tree
after bungalow conversion, view southeast (Bison Archives, date unknown).

Figure 123: 2nd Street entrance to the Miramar Hotel Administration
Building, view northwest. Note canopy entrance, one of several alterations added to Administration Building by architect Frank Green in 1946
(Bison Archives, 1946).

Figure 124: Composite of three photographs showing pool area and large outdoor dining patio constructed in 1939, possibly showing poolside dance floor
installed in 1940 under Hull‟s ownership (Santa Monica Public Library, c.
1940s).

Figure 125: Postcard of Ocean Avenue entrance showing neon sign on Palisades Wing,
view northeast (Bison Archives, date unknown).

Figure 126: Ocean Tower, view southwest (Santa Monica Public Library Image Archives, c. 1963).

Figure 127: Interior view Ocean Tower lobby (Miramar Hotel archives,
date unknown, c. 1960s).

Figure 128: Ocean Avenue entrance, view northeast (Bison Archives,
1959).

Figure 129: Interior photo of Chinese restaurant in Ocean Tower. Caption reads, “The Fig Tree Restaurant, located in what is now the northeast
side of the lobby, was named for the Moreton bay Fig tree” (Miramar Hotel
archives, 1959).

Figure 130: Interior photograph of Wedgewood Room in Administration Building. Caption reads, “The new meeting room—The Palm Room, now the
Wedgewood Room” (Miramar Hotel archives, 1959).

Figure 131: Satellite Room within the Administration Building
(Miramar Hotel archives, c. 1960s).

Figure 132: Detail of 2nd Street entrance, view west (Bison Archives, 1959).

Figure 133: Coffee shop in Administration Building (Miramar Hotel
archives, 1959).

Figure 134: Rendering of Ocean Tower. Note large neon sign on Ocean Avenue elevation
(Los Angeles Times, January 25, 1959).

Figure 135: Southeast corner of 2nd Street and Wilshire Boulevard, view northwest (Los Angeles Public Library Image Archives, 1974).

Figure 136: Wilshire Boulevard entrance to Miramar Hotel after addition of Wilshire Boulevard driveway turnaround, prior to Ocean Tower
balcony alterations in 1989, view north (Miramar Hotel archives, c.
1980s).

Figure 137: Miramar Hotel from across Wilshire Boulevard prior to
balcony alterations, view northwest (Miramar Hotel archives, date unknown).

Figure 138: Miramar Hotel property from across Wilshire Boulevard, view northwest. Note the construction of an elevator tower to the Ocean Tower has begun
(Miramar Hotel archives, 1989).

Figure 139: Northeast corner of Palisades Wing, view southeast. Note the paint on
building has been removed (Santa Monica Public Library Image Archives, 1992).

Figure 140: Interior of Wedgewood Room (Miramar Hotel archives, c.
1970s).

Figure 141: Interior view of Administration Building (Miramar Hotel
archives, date unknown).

Attachment B:
Maps and Plot Plans

Figure 1: Significance of buildings and landscape elements on subject property as assessed under Santa
Monica Landmark criteria. Attempt has been made to illustrate significant historic contexts that pertain to the
parcel as a whole, but do not make buildings individually significant.

Figure 2: Miramar Hotel, 2009 plot plan with various buildings and landscape elements identified. Assumed north arrow added
by Chattel Architecture.

Figure 3: Arborist tree survey map, with trees surmised to be planted prior to 1922 highlighted yellow and Santa Monica Landmark Moreton Bay fig tree noted with hatchmarks.

Figure 4: 1895 Sanborn map with Jones residence highlighted purple and tennis courts highlighted yellow. Assumed
north arrow added by Chattel (Proquest Digital Sanborn Maps 1867– 1970 database).

Figure 5: 1918 Sanborn map with subject property highlighted. Assumed north arrow added by Chattel (Proquest
Digital Sanborn Maps 1867– 1970 database).

Figure 6: Plot plan for 1938 construction with various phases of construction highlighted. Assumed north arrow added
by Chattel.

Figure 7: 1950 Sanborn map with subject property highlighted. Assumed north arrow added by Chattel (Proquest Digital Sanborn
Maps 1867– 1970 database).

,

Figure 8: Miramar Hotel along Ocean Avenue showing Ocean Tower and Administration Building addition completed in 1959,
date unknown, view southeast (Bison Archives)

1938 portion

Figure 9: Plot plan for bungalow alterations, 1991.

,

Figure 10: 1991-1992 plot plan showing new lounge area in Ocean Tower.

1938 portion

Attachment C: Building Permits

Building Permits
Date

Permit

Architect

Description

1923 04 10 3144

William M. Ache

1938 11 09 224

G. C. W Alister?

1938 08 05 6729

G. C. W Alister?

6 story apartment building, 164 rooms, 48' x 180' and 48' by
59', height 45', reinforced concrete footing and floors, Hollow
clay tile wall partitions
apt and hotel rooms, 28 rooms (8 house keeping units), 2
stories, 135'9" by 67', height 22'
hotel bungalows, 3 rooms, 1 story, 39'6" by 47'6", 14 ' high

1938 08 05
1938 08 05
1938 08 05
1938 08 05
0938 08 05
1938 08 05
1938 08 05
1938 09 28
1939 01 11
1939 02 15
1939 02 15
1940 07 24
1940 08 06
1941 02 17
1945 11 29
1946 03 04

Kirby B. Ferguson
Kirby B. Ferguson
Kirby B. Ferguson
Kirby B. Ferguson
Kirby B. Ferguson
Kirby B. Ferguson
Kirby B. Ferguson
Kirby B. Ferguson

6730
6731
6732
6733
6734
6735
3736?
9
b504
b 639
b640
b3187
3262
b4173
9314
b9788

1946 03 20 b9887
1946 03 19 b9883
1946 03 19 b9884
1946 03 19
1946 03 20
1948 05 13
1950 02 21
1951 06 04

b9885
b9887
b3996
b7167
b9454

1952 09 05 b12035
1953 07 07 b13869
1953 08 12 b14098
1956 07 02 b20031
1958 01 06 b23091
1959 12 04 b27150
1959 09 01 b26661

hotel bungalow, 3 rooms, 1 story, 39'6" by 47'6", 14 ' high
hotel bungalows, 5 rooms, 1 story, 55' by 47'6", 14 ' high
hotel bungalow, 3 rooms, 1 story, 39'6" by 47'6", 14 ' high
hotel bungalow, 3 rooms, 1 story, 39'6" by 47'6", 14 ' high
hotel bungalow, 5 rooms, 1 story, 55' by 47', 14' high
hotel bungalow, 3 rooms, 1 story, 39'6" by 47'6", 14 ' high
hotel bungalow, 3 rooms, 1 story, 39'6" by 47'6", 14 ' high
hotel administration, 1 story, 138' by 108'
hotel (increase of valuation for previous permit)
Kirby B. Ferguson swimming pool, 26' by 66'
Kirby B. Ferguson cabanas, 1 story, 10' by 88'
screen around pool and dance floor
$150 alterations
$500 alteration, (unknown location)
alteration of interior to coffee shop
fleet water pool co swimming pool, 35' by 70'
Frank W. Green
Frank W. Green

hotel lobby (alteration and addition to main lobby)
guest rooms, 8 (conversion of bungalows into connected
hotel guest rooms)
Frank W. Green
guest rooms, 10 rooms (conversion of guest cottages into
connected hotel guest rooms)
Frank W. Green
guest rooms, 8 rooms, 27' by 112', 14' high
Frank W. Green
alteration and addition to main lobby
general rehabilitation of rooms, $5,000
(repartitioning of Administration Building)
Wayne Mc Allister hotel alteration, 34' by 30', 16' high (drawing shows new
area by pool)
drawing indicates removal of non load bearing walls from
Palm Room and installation of bar
post sign (drawing shows new sign approx 14' high on
corner of Ocean and California Avenues)
installation of dumb waiter, 20'6" high
neon sign, drawing indicates this is the sign above the 2nd
Street entrance
Frank w. Green
Ocean Tower hotel and banquet hall, 180 rooms,
offices (drawing is attached, but difficult to identify area,
somewhere near "Satellite Rooms")
2 s.f. set of letters on marquee (along Ocean Avenue
entrance)

Building Permits
Date

Permit

Architect

Description

1959 12 30 b27257

(drawings indicate this is for a 24' sign on Wilshire Blvd for
Western Air Lines)
1960 01 26 B27353 Burt ??? & Nicolas ???, office partitions
1960 01 20 b27336

(drawings indicate this for an addition of "Tiki Jo Restaurant"
sign on existing pole sign at corner of Ocean and California.
More than one sign?)
1961 07
b30081 Marilyn Mc Carron new entrance to "town club" portion of Miramar Hotel,
136
(drawings indicate "town club" is in basement of
Administration Building north of lobby entrance)
1961 10 13 b30521
enlarge existing entrance to 4' (Administration Building
interior)
1962 08 03 b32048
remove partition, plaster and match paneling to make barber
shop (on first floor of Administration Building)
1962 11 05 b32570
install new door in trash room (Administration Building)
1963 10 15 b34233
(parking lot signs)
1963 05 01 b33392
15' by 7' wall sign
1963 11 12 b34365
remodel bar area
1964 02 19 b34735
(alterations to beauty shop)
1964 12 01 b36003 Edward F. Escalle remove old wood partition & install incombustible material
(laundry room in Palisades Building)
1965 01 28 36219
replacing of existing failed wood truss w new steel beam
(dining room, in Administration Building)
1965 02 10 B36277
change present metal stud wall and replace with glass for
display (in lobby of Ocean Tower)
1965 04 16 B36577
remove two existing inner walls make bath room smaller and
convert hotel room to beauty salon (bungalow #20 north of
parking lot)
1965 05 25 B36743
drawing indicates installation of pole sign "Leon's Beauty
Coiffures" along Ocean Avenue north of Wilshire
1965 11 05 b37447
drawing indicates installation of 30' pole sign 14' wide on
corner of Wilshire and 2nd
1966 07 28 b38315 James Morant(?) remodel club room in basement (Administration Building)
1966 01 07 b38532 Barakonski - Riley addition of two partitions in existing lobby
1967 02 06 b38867
"addition of 2 10' by 10' signs on north and south elevations
of 10 story building"
1967 02 15 b38901
(addition of 6' by 33' sign on top of 10 Hotel Tower elevator
tower)
1967 02 ?? b38938
metal canopy added to existing canopy of 2 story building
near parking lot
1967 02 27 b38939
addition of "Massaglia Centre West" to new metal canopy
1967 04 17 b39104
changing existing lobby area to a coffee shop, new concrete
porch landing and stairs
1967 05 22 b39232
two 2" by 4" wall panel and one existing wall panel (for Avis
office)
1967 05 29 b39265
remodel of sign on corner of Wilshire and 2nd, 35' tall

Building Permits
Date

Permit

Architect

1967 06 27 b39363
1967 07 20 b39419
1967 08 03 b39458
1968 08 02 b40600
1968 12 05 b40995
1969 02 11 b41140
1969 02 11 b41141
1969 10 30 b41196
5
1970 04 03 b42389

1970 11 02
1971 03 22
1971 05 10
1972 01 21

b43074
b43395
b43564
b44591

1973 05 21 b45798
1975 02 11 b47491
1976 07 12 b48804
1976 07 12 b48803
1975 09 03 b48028

Description
addition of coffee shop sign to existing sign on corner of
Wilshire and 2nd
18' 7" "Jojo Coffee Shop" sign on 2nd St
put ceiling over counter 10' by 16' (drawing indicates
proposed ceiling to be over avis rental area)
air conditioning, (unit installed above Satellite Room)
main dining room alteration, partition, hung ceiling, interior
??? and new exit door (appears to be Satellite Room)
(appears to be addition of 16" by 3' sign to existing sign
along 2nd Street entrance)
(appears to be addition of "Villa D'Este" sign to existing pole
sign on corner of Wilshire Boulevard and 2nd Street)
convert men's and women's restrooms into 1 men's
restroom no structural change (in lobby)
aluminum and glass office partition with 1 sliding door
(appears to be within Palisades Building near 2nd St
entrance)
fire escape and drop stairs (Palisades Wing?)
2 4' by 6' hanging signs to bungalow #29
projecting 4' by 5' sign for budget rental
closing in existing stair ways with ???, construction and solid
core self closing doors
alteration of office (1 story building, likely 1 story bungalow)
non structural interior alterations @ cottages south of tower
on Ocean Avenue
public toilet rooms remodel - men and women - ground floor

1977 03 03 b49442

ground floor corridor ceiling and partition (1 hour)
repair fire damage - replace 2 dhw windows, patch plaster,
replace finishing from casing and base moldings
interior partitions and cabinet work in cottage 44
move non-bearing wall on 7th floor of Ocean Tower
miscellaneous changes to existing rooms, Wedgewood
Room 1st floor, Satellite Room 1st floor
move back wall in corridor, 6th floor new building (Ocean
Tower)
corridor to Wedgewood and Satellite Rooms of hotel,
stairway to basement
new railing, new front desk, new modern doors, some
carpentry
wood screen ???, fig tree ???
hotel alterations on 10th floor corridor (Ocean Tower)
change sign facing Wilshire Boulevard and hand railing on
incline
wall sign, applied letters over stained cedar planters?

1977 03 07 b49458

move non-bearing walls 8, 9, 10 floor corridors, refurbish

1976 08 03 b48874
1976 09 02 b48944
1976 10 05 b49038
1976 11 09 b49139
1976 11 29 b49200 Kilgore and
Graves
1977 01 24 b49327
1977 01 25 b49328
1977 02 17 b49391
1977 03 03 b49443

Building Permits
Date

Permit

Architect

1977 04 19 b49575
1977 06 15
1977 06 21
1977 08 10
1977 10 26

b49745
b49764
b50107
b50313 Witherly & Assoc

1978 05 05
1978 05 17 b50910
1978 06 22 b51032

1979 04 03 51920
1979 04 10 51937
1979 05 29 52056
1979 09 07 52353
1980 03 21 52878
1980 03 21 52879
1980 03 21 52881
1980 03 21 52880

W. J. Walters

1980 05 01 52982
1980 07 03
1980 09 10
1980 09 10
1980 10 02
1980 11 10

53173
53505
53504
53624
53783

W. J. Walters
W. J. Walters
W. J. Walters
W. J. Walters
W. J. Walters

1981 12 11 54803

W. J. Walters

1982 04 05 55003
1982 07 28 A3435
1982 08 23 59325

1982 10 14 55439
1983 02 18 55704

Description
interior remodel of cottages 15, 16, 23, 24, 25 (south of
Ocean Tower)
remodel kitchen area, non structural
3rd phase lobby
3rd phase lobby
refurbish existing 6 story hotel (Palisades Wing), replacing
existing plumbing & electrical, new air conditioning and fire
sprinkler system (contains a good drawing of existing
buildings)
demolition and replacement of toilet and locker rooms in
basement of six story building (Palisades Building)
site work, replace parking lot and new decorative walls
convert portion of conference room to 10 seat restaurant
(drawing indicates basement of south corner of
Administration Building)
air conditioning, smoke detector, fire alarm, and related
alteration work
interior partitions
legal exits from Starlight and Wedgewood Rooms in
Miramar Hotel (on east elevation)
Rose Room interior partitions (in basement of Administration
Building)
ice machine alcove - 2nd 4th 6th flr of 6 story, interior
partitions only
interior partitions, cottages
Starlight Room exit door
replace fascia at eave, add decorative lattice, replace end of
roof (hip)
areaway - concrete block to basement (drawing indicate this
is near main automobile entrance)
cut 2 windows into 2nd floor of 2 story ballroom building
pool access to toilets - basement - Ocean Tower
chiller room partition - basement - Ocean Tower
interior lobby ceiling and wall finishes
alteration to Ocean Ave canopy, only cut of concrete slab on
grade
add exterior wall and gates around trash area on 2nd Street
dry rot and termite damage repair, replace ceramic tile in 17
bungalows
sandblasting permit. Valuation of job $150.00
termite damage repair @ bungalow, partitions, furr-in
openings, upgrade plumbing fixtures, repaint @ swimming
pool restrooms
interior partitions and doors (Wedgewood and Starlight
Rooms)
remodel basement cafeteria

Building Permits
Date

Permit

Architect

1983 02 28 55716
1983 11 30 56309
1984 01 25 56436

1984 05 31 56728
1987 04 24 59281

1987 05 01 59309
1989 05 25 60753

Description
interior alterations, presentation room
renovate room #610
interior remodel - replace rotted header and fl joist. New
window same size as existing, new 3' by 6' skylight,
bungalows
replace floor joist where needed new sub floor
renovation of Palisades Wing, demo kitchenettes, construct
new steel stud walls drywall (note this permit is altered and
description refers to permit c1084)
renovate bungalow apartment to single rental units
seismic reinforcing of Ocean Tower, elevator addition to ten
and six story buildings, replacing existing canopy with new
(Ocean Avenue canopy)
Ocean Tower: main lobby alteration, canopy
addition/alteration, balcony railing alteration (alteration to
basement as well?)
swimming pool and spas

Daniel, mann,
Johnson &
Mendenhall
1989 10 20 61036 daniel, mann,
Johnson &
Mendenhall
1991 03 21 02882? goodman and
Assoc
1991 03 27 02902? Bavarian Masonry water feature with pond with recirculation, small recirculation
fountains (surrounding pool)
1991 02 06 61968 Solberg & Lowe
remodel of 31 existing hotel bungalows, 50% of existing
exterior and or bearing walls to remain (drawing indicates
2nd story additions to 3 of the 5 bungalows)
1992 02 10 62554 Solberg & Lowe
renovate existing lounge, add new health club, exercise
room, bungalow unit, renovate existing arcade, hotel rooms
1993 05 06 63285
1994 10 07 c4474
1995 08 03 63692
1997 12 11 c06290 Brian Cochran
2000 07 11 b66828
2000 06 09 c08295 Gensler

2000 08 22 c08482 Gensler

2000 08 28 c08497 Gensler

2000 01 27 c08827

tenant improvements: new men's and women's restrooms in
existing restaurant in Administration Building)
spa
drywall repair - paint carpet, floor repair from sprinkler
accident
Room addition to existing bungalow of the Miramar Sheraton
Hotel
reroof hotel - fire retardant perlite for bungalows
renovate existing offices (bungalow) walls demo and new
(drawing indicates this is for bungalow south of Ocean
Tower)
Renovate existing public areas, relocate existing Jacuzzi,
close 2 floor openings at health club, add a 2nd floor landing
and new iron work. (drawing indicates new iron work is along
Wilshire Boulevard while other work is near pool)
266 guest room remodel hotel, redecorating rooms and
convert some to accessible guestroom (drawings indicate
this applies to all rooms in Ocean Tower and Palisades
Wing)
new outdoor spa, 8' by 13'

Building Permits
Date

Permit

Architect

2001 03 02 b67267 Raffi Abkarian

Description

installation of canopy 64' long, 22' projection, install awning
on SE corner of interior courtyard, area not to be used for
commercial or restaurant activity
2001 05 24 c09171 Peter Wurzburger remove existing dining room, convert to exercise gym room,
convert 1095" coffee shop to an exercise room. The kitchen
will be retained for room service only
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This report documents a study performed by Griswold Conservation Associates, LLC, under the direction of principal conservator John Griswold, to
determine the nature, condition and recommended treatment options for exterior historic brick masonry and decorative terra cotta features on all
elevations of the historic Palisades Wing of the Fairmont Miramar Hotel, Santa Monica, California, designed by architect William Ache.

Fairmont)Miramar)Hotel,)Palisades)Wing)Exterior)Brick)and)Terra)Co;a)Inves>ga>on)

Introduc>on)
Representa)ve+areas+of+the+brick+cladding,+including+the+poin)ng+mortar,+and+the+terra+co9a+units+were+closely+
examined.+Samples+were+accessed+with+a+small+electric+boom+li?.+Brick+samples+were+collected+from+the+exterior+
and+a+former+exterior+wall+at+the+south+eleva)on,+currently+enclosed+within+a+stairwell.+Some+“cratering”+of+the+
paint+coa)ngs+was+performed+to+expose+the+terra+co9a+glaze.+Visible+light+microscopy+of+cross+sec)ons+of+the+
samples+helped+determine+the+nature+of+the+historic+fabric.+This+was+key+in+understanding+the+deteriora)on+
mechanisms+most+likely+to+be+contribu)ng+to+condi)ons+both+visible+and+invisible.+See+sample+loca)on+diagrams,+
and+a+matrix+of+observa)on+nota)ons+for+each+sample+in+the+appendix+of+this+report.+A+discussion+of+the+materials+
descrip)on+and+condi)on+issues,+informed+by+the+ﬁeld+and+lab+examina)ons,+follows+below.+Based+on+this+
preliminary+inves)ga)on,+treatment+ra)onale+and+goals+are+presented,+along+with+recommended+treatment+
op)ons.+Further+inves)ga)ons+would+be+needed+to+determine+the+eﬀects+of+using+paint+on+the+bricks+in+lieu+of+
nonJsilicone+based+sealer.+

Descrip>on)of)Materials)
Brick)Cladding)
Bricks+are+laid+in+stretcher+bond,+uninterrupted+by+header+courses.+Mortar+joints+are+roughly+half+as+wide+as+the+
height+of+the+brick+unit+face,+and+mostly+feature+a+concave,+smooth+proﬁle.+Visual+interest+in+the+brick+repeat+
pa9ern+is+achieved+with+the+fairly+even+distribu)on+of+approximately+four+brick+colors+ranging+from+almost+black+to+
light+pinkJbeige.+

The+brick+faces+are+smooth+with+some+longitudinal+grooves.+The+sides+display+a+slight+to+moderate+velour+texture+
normal+to+the+long+edge.+The+ends+display+angled+wireJcut+grooves.+Edges+are+straight+and+jagged.+Corners+are+
sharp+when+not+broken.+They+give+a+clear+ringing+sound+when+struck+with+a+stainless+steel+surgical+hammer.+No+
impression+is+le?+when+scratched+with+a+ﬁnger+nail.+This+brick+was+likely+made+using+the+extruded,+wireJcut,+s)ﬀJ
mud+process.+
Color+range+appears+to+be+due+to+a+range+of+ﬁring+condi)ons+in+the+kiln,+including+temperature+and+reducing/
oxidizing+atmosphere,+rather+than+a+heterogeneous+mix+of+clay+body+types.+Color+also+varies+due+to+rela)ve+
amounts+of+angular,+opaque+yellowish+mineral+inclusions,+well+distributed+and+without+voids+at+the+interface+with+
the+reddish+clay+matrix.+
The+brick+samples+appear+wellJsintered,+with+uniform+color,+with+even+surfaces+free+of+cracks+and+other+signiﬁcant+
ﬂaws+with+sharp,+wellJdeﬁned+edges.+The+freshly+broken+face+of+collected+samples+shows++a+bright,+homogeneous+
and+compact+surface+without+grit,+debris+or+voids.++
The+brick+cladding+appears+to+have+been+completely+repointed+in+a+hard,+Portland+cementJbased+mortar,+white+in+
color.+Preserved+areas+of+original+mortar+may+exist,+but+were+not+located+in+this+limitedJaccess+inves)ga)on.+The+
present+mortar+has+a+coved+proﬁle,+extending+from,+or+slightly+over,+the+arises+of+the+joints.+

Glazed)Terra)Co;a)
The+terra+co9a+decora)on+of+the+Palisades+Wing+features+many+crisply+molded+classical+details.+Details+of+hand+
tooling+in+the+wet+clay+are+readily+apparent,+even+through+the+overlying+modern+paint.+Removal+of+small+areas+of+
paint+conﬁrmed+the+quality+of+the+work.+The+terra+co9a+units+are+completely+overpainted+with+a+light+fawn+
colored,+elastomeric+paint.+Joints+between+units+are+visible+through+the+paint.+The+units+may+have+been+
manufactured+by+Gladding,+McBean+and+Co.,+the+well+known+SacramentoJbased+ﬁrm+having+a+produc)on+plant+
very+near+by.+However,+the+characteris)c+GMB+stamp+was+not+seen,+and+archival+documenta)on+was+not+provided+
to+conﬁrm+this+a9ribu)on.+
The+units+are+molded+from+a+pale+yellow+terra+co9a+bisque,+and+glazed+with+a+slightly+mo9led,+pinkish+vitreous+
glaze+with+a+low+sheen.+Cross+sec)on+examina)on+of+a+number+of+samples,+under+visible+light+at+a+magniﬁca)on+of+
60x+to+100x,+shows+the+bisque+features+a+dense,+pale+yellow+matrix+with+ﬁne+rounded+to+angular+inclusions,+
possibly+a+combina)on+of+various+minerals+and+clays.+There+are+isolated,+small+voids+throughout+the+sample,+and+a+
reddish+mark+at+the+far+right+of+the+sample+(iron+inclusion?)+The+glaze+layer+is+wellJﬁ9ed+to+the+bisque,+and+is+
uniform+in+thickness.+The+texture+of+the+glaze+suggests+a+possible+salt+glaze+technique,+no+longer+prac)ced.++

+++++++++++++++
+
Broad,'uninterrupted'expanses'of'brick'cladding'are'seen'on'all'eleva7ons'of'the'Palisades'Wing'building,'save'for'
the'interface'with'the'Administra7on'Building.'
It+is+presumed+that+the+bricks+are+applied+in+a+single+wythe,+mortared+directly+to+the+concrete+frame+of+the+
building.+These+condi)ons+were+not+conﬁrmed.++

1 http://www.gladdingmcbean.com/images/tc/TCStandard%20ConstructionManual.pdf
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A+few+isolated+ferrous+rust+stains+at+the+cornice,+etc.+suggests+that+conven)onal+ferrous+a9achments+were+used+to+
secure+the+units+to+the+concrete+frame+substrate.+These+may+include+hangar++hooks+and/or+rods+with+threaded+
ends+and+nuts,+passing+through+preJmade+holes+in+interior+ﬂanges+of+the+ﬁred+terra+co9a,+and+secured+to+the+preJ
cast+concrete+with+angle+irons+featuring+slo9ed+holes+for+adjustment+during+placement+of+the+units,+bolted+in+
place.+In+some+cases,+the+hangar+rods+with+nuts+in+place+were+embedded+in+wet+cast+concrete+during+wall+
construc)on.+Addi)onal+mortar+helped+anchor+the+units,+but+did+not+ﬁll+the+hollow+cavi)es+of+the+interiors+of+the+
terra+co9a+body.1++
Such+an+anchoring+system+is+designed+to+allow+for+a+certain+amount+of+diﬀeren)al+movement+between+the+
concrete+substrate+and+the+terra+co9a+units,+and+between+the+units+themselves.+Such+movement+would+be+
designed+to+occur+at+the+joints+between+units,+within+the+mortar.+Therefore,+the+rela)ve+strength+of+the+mortar+is+

Fairmont)Miramar)Hotel,)Palisades)Wing)Exterior)Brick)and)Terra)Co;a)Inves>ga>on)
important,+as+a+tooJhard+mortar+could+result+in+damage+to+the+delicate+glazed+arises+or+even+the+full+body+of+the+
units.+The+porosity+and+moisture+permeability+of+the+mortar+is+also+important,+preven)ng+ready+inﬁltra)on+of+
water+into+the+hollow+interior+structure+of+the+units,+but+also+allowing+for+gradual+evapora)on+of+condensa)on.+
Microscopic+examina)on+of+samples+of+both+the+original+poin)ng+mortar+and+bedding+mortar+was+performed.+The+
bedding+mortar+is+gray,+cemen))ous+(PortlandJmodiﬁed)+with+angular+mul)Jcolored+sand+aggregates+in+a+wide+
variety+of+sizes.+There+are+some+internal+voids/separa)on,+otherwise+the+matrix+is+well+compacted.+There+are+small+
orange+marks+seen+at+the+top+of+one+of+the+samples,+possibly+oxidized+iron+inclusions.+The+ﬁnish+mortar+is+
integrally+colored/+pigmented+light+pink+with+angular,+mul)Jcolored+sand+aggregates+in+a+variety+of+sizes.+There+are+
white+blebs+in+the+matrix,+possibly+undigested+lime.+The+ﬁnish+mortar+itself+has+no+apparent+voids+(wellJ
compacted).++

Condi>on)of)Materials)
The+brick+and+terra+co9a+elements+comprising+the+exterior+decora)ve+program+on+all+eleva)ons+of+the+Palisades+
Wing+appear+to+be+in+generally+good+condi)on.+However,+some+areas+of+repair+are+clearly+visible+on+the+brick+
cladding,+likely+in+response+to+damage+caused+by+seismic+movement.+The+terra+co9a+has+been+completely+
overpainted,+making+direct+condi)on+assessment+impossible+without+full+removal+of+the+obscuring+coa)ng.+As+the+
paint+color+is+not+a+radical+departure+from+the+overall+hue+and+tonali)es+of+the+original+glaze,+the+repain)ng+does+
not+likely+represent+a+simple+aesthe)c+impulse+to+revise+the+appearance+of+the+building.+Rather,+it+is+presumed+that+
the+paint+is+there+to+hide+unsightly+earthquake+damages/repairs+in+an+economical+fashion.+Whereas+the+brick+
cladding+and+poin)ng+mortar+lend+themselves+to+straighaorward+repair+techniques,+visually+acceptable+restora)on+
of+broken+terra+co9a+units+and+damaged+glazed+surfaces+is+much+more+challenging+to+achieve.+

Brick)Cladding)

+++++++++++
+
Terra'co@a'decora7on'at'doorway'and'window'surround.'Detail'shows'quality'of'relief'decora7on.'

The+areas+of+obvious+repair+to+the+brick+cladding,+e.g.+ﬂanking+window+openings+at+the+second+ﬂoor+level+on+the+
east+eleva)on,+primarily+involve+repoin)ng+with+somewhat+closely+matching+mortar,+and+patching+of+diagonal+
cracks+and+losses+with+nonJmatching+mortar.+Repair+areas+are+easily+iden)ﬁed+by+some+minor+smearing+of+repair+
mortar+onto+the+brick+faces.+Some+groups+of+brick+units+are+a+warm+orangeJbeige+color,+inconsistent+with+the+
original+range+of+brick+types.+Other+groups+of+presumably+replaced+brick+appear+generally+darker+than+the+rest+of+
the+cladding,+but+this+may+primarily+be+due+to+local+darkening+of+the+poin)ng+mortar,+either+the+result+of+improper+
matching+of+mortar+matrix+and+sand+aggregate+color,+or+a+diﬀeren)al+in+porosity+or+chemical+reac)vity+to+
atmospheric+soiling.+Some+preferen)al+erosion+of+brick+faces+rela)ve+to+the+surrounding+mortar+is+also+seen+in+
some+loca)ons.++It+is+presumed+that+fewer+than+5%+of+bricks+were+replaced+in+the+combined+previous+repair+
campaigns,+with+some+possibly+removed+intact+and+reJmortared.+It+is+possible+that+cracks+and+loss+occurred+
predominately+on+the+joints,+zigJzagging+around+the+brick+faces.2+
In+general,+the+broad+surfaces+of+the+brick+cladding+are+in+good+condi)on,+with+only+minor+soiling+and+darkening+
from+pollu)on+crusts.+The+brick+is+not+exhibi)ng+signiﬁcant+moisture+or+saltJbased+deteriora)on.+++
An+applica)on+for+a+wet+sandblas)ng+permit+to+the+City+of+Santa+Monica+Department+of+Building+and+Safety+
(#A3435,+dated+7/28/82)+is+on+ﬁle.+It+is+not+marked+as+being+approved.++The+ﬁreskin+of+the+brick+faces+does+appear+
to+be+eroded,+but+the+open+texture+of+the+wire+cut+brick+complicates+visual+conﬁrma)on+that+the+facades+have+
been+sandblasted.+By+1946,+historical+photographs+show+that+the+brick+cladding+had+been+painted,+but+not+the+
terra+co9a.+A+1992+image+shows+the+brick+exposed+again.++

+++++++
+++++++
+++++++
Paint'stripping'test'at'leD.'CloseFup'images'of'exposed'terra'co@a'glaze'in'good'condi7on,'beneath'modern'
elastomeric'paint,'showing'variety'of'glaze'color.'
++++

2 It is beyond the scope of this study to investigate structural issues. A structural engineer conversant with historic preservation issues should be consulted.
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There+are+some+local+areas+of+mineral+encrusta)on+and+lime+migra)on+from+mortar.+Local+staining+with+green+
copper+corrosion+products+and+hard+water+deposits+is+seen+adjacent+to+downspouts.+Copper+staining+related+to+
runJoﬀ+from+the+standing+seam+copper+rooﬁng+material+may+also+have+occurred+but+is+not+a+prominent+condi)on+
feature.+

+++
Red'boxes'indicate'some'areas'of'replacement'brick'repair.'

The+poin)ng+mortar,+as+previously+men)oned,+appears+to+have+been+totally+raked+and+repointed+in+a+hard,+white+
Portland+cementJgauged+mortar.+The+hard,+impermeable+mortar+has+apparently+led+to+preferen)al+erosion+of+the+
brick,+especially+at+the+arises.+Raking+of+this+mortar+is+likely+to+result+in+further+damage+to+these+delicate+edges.++

+++++++++++

+++++
+
Typical'diagonal,'intersec7ng'cracks'through'mortar'joints'and'brick'units,'repaired'with'improperly'matched'
grou7ng'and'patching'materials.'
3 Detail from an aerial photograph looking east (The Benjamin and Gladys Thomas Air Photo Archives, Spence collection, 1939).
4 Detail of a photographs taken from Ocean Avenue, looking northeast. (Santa Monica Public Library Image Archives, c. 1940s).
5 Detail from an aerial view taken between 1946 and 1958. (Bison Archives, date unknown.)
6 Palisades wing looking southwest. (Santa Monica Public Library Image Archives, 1992).
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numerous+areas.+However,+in+areas+tested,+the+overpaint+is+well+adhered+to+the+glaze.+This+was+conﬁrmed+by+
stripping+tests+with+gel+poul)ces+and+with+microscopic+examina)on+of+sample+cross+sec)ons.+
The+poin)ng+mortar+appears+to+be+mainly++intact+at+the+terra+co9a,+but+the+paint+coa)ng+prevents+a+complete+
assessment.++

+++++++++++++
Green'copper'corrosion'staining'on'brick'cladding'at'copper'downspout.'

Glazed)Terra)Co;a)

+
++++++++++
+
Flaking'elastomeric'paint'on'terra'co@a.'''''''''''''Brackets'and'sill,'salt'eﬄorescence'under'ﬂaking'paint.'

As+previously+stated,+all+of+the+terra+co9a+has+been+overpainted.+Removal+of+overpaint+with+surgical+scalpels+
(cratering)+reveals+two+paint+layers;+the+ﬁrst+layer+may+be+a+primer+coat+applied+immediately+before+the+second+
layer.+Some+remnants+of+white+mortar+are+also+seen+in+vessicles+in+the+glaze.+The+escutcheon+and+cornice+
decora)on+over+the+window+directly+above+the+east+entry+has+been+stripped+of+its+overpaint,+revealing+a+generally+
intact,+slightly+mo9led+pinkJbeige+glaze,+with+some+local+staining.+The+glazed+terra+co9a+does+not+appear+to+have+
been+cleaned+with+abrasive+blas)ng.+
Visible+through+the+paint+texture+are+isolated+structural+cracks+(a+few+long,+diagonal+runs+through+mul)ple+units,+
with+li9le+displacement),+local+losses+previously+patched+with+what+appears+to+be+Portland+cement+mortar,+and+a+
few+fresh+losses+at+molding+edges,+possibly+from+mechanical+impact.+Also+visible+in+areas+where+moisture+
inﬁltra)on+and+forced+temperature+ﬂuctua)ons+occur+are+areas+of+surface+spalling+to+a+fairly+uniform+depth.+
Microscopic+examina)on+of+terra+co9a+samples+reveals+some+incipient+microcracks+as+precursors+to+contour+
scaling,+following+the+outer+surface+proﬁle.+These+microcracks+were+seen+to+harbor+biological+growth+and+some+
salt+eﬄorescence.++Li9le+salt+eﬄorescence+is+seen+on+the+building,+however,+but+is+likely+to+be+a+signiﬁcant+
contribu)ng+factor+to+surface+damage+to+the+terra+co9a+glaze+where+moisture+intrusion+and+heat+diﬀeren)als+exist.++
A+chemical+spot+test+of+accumulated+salts+on+the+back+side+of+a+removed+sample+of+elastomeric+paint+gave+a+weak+
posi)ve+result+for+chloride+ions,+and+a+second+test+tested+posi)ve+for+sulfate+ions.+Given+the+oceanside+loca)on,+
and+the+likely+presence+of+at+least+weakly+soluble+sulfate+salt+components+in+the+various+mortars+used+in+the+
masonry,+these+results+are+expected.+There+does+not,+however,+seem+to+be+a+signiﬁcant+salt+problem+at+the+
building.+
The+faces+and+undersides+of+some+window+sills+exhibit+a+dark+soiling+crust.+Some+of+this+overlies+the+modern+paint,+
but+some+of+these+surfaces+were+either+le?+unpainted+or+have+degraded+paint+surfaces.+The+overpaint+is+ﬂaking+on+
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+++++++++++
Terra'co@a'details'in'generally'good'condi7on'at'door'surrounds,'cornice,'etc.'

++
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++++++++++++

+

+
An'undula7ng'diagonal'crack'through'mul7ple'terra'co@a'“ashlar”'units'on'the'east'eleva7on,'indicated'by'red'
arrows.'

++++++++++++
+
Local'losses'of'terra'co@a'at'moldings'(above'leD'and'right,'and'below'leD).'Below'right:'Minor'chip'losses'at'
edges'of'terra'co@a'pilaster,'from'repeated'contact,'etc.'
++++++++++++
Overpainted'spalling'of'terra'co@a'unit'surfaces'in'courtyard.'''Dark'soiling'crusts'on'terra'co@a'sill.'
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+
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+
Rust'staining,'possibly'from'ferrous'anchor,'and'crude'cement'patches'visible'at'cornice.'

+++++
+++++
+
Scalpels+were+used+to+explore+condi)ons+of+terra+co9a+beneath+paint+at+the+north+eleva)on+door+surround.+Much+
of+the+underlying+surface+appears+sound.+
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Preliminary)Moisture)Inves>ga>on)
Moisture)Meter)Survey)
Rela)ve+subJsurface+moisture+readings+were+taken+with+a+Pro)meter+Surveymaster+moisture+meter.+Local+areas+of+
the+brick+cladding+and+terra+co9a+were+selected+based+on+their+apparent+condi)on,+such+as+signs+of+spalling+and+
eﬄorescence,+or+direct+proximity+to+ground+level+planter+beds+or+pavement.+Point+readings+within+these+areas+
were+compared+with+readings+taken+in+adjacent+areas+showing+no+obvious+signs+of+former+or+ac)ve+moisture+or+
salt+accumula)on+ac)vity.+Readings+were+taken+in+linear+series+at+3”+to+12”+intervals.+Trends+were+noted+in+real+
)me+and+the+posi)on+of+the+meter+adjusted+accordingly,+in+order+to+ﬁnd+anomalies+indica)ng+pockets+of+retained+
moisture,+moisture+gradients+(rising+damp+or+other+inﬁltra)on+pa9erns),+or+concentrated+evapora)on+zones.+++

Infrared)Thermography)
The+exterior+of+the+Palisades+Wing+was+inspected+with+an+Irisys+4010+Far+Range+Infrared+Camera+on+two+separate+
occasions.+The+black+and+white+video+images+are+keyed+to+a+surface+temperature+scale.+Lighter+areas+indicate+
warmer+temperature+related+to+higher+infrared+wavelength+emissivity.+On+moistureJladen+masonry,+especially+
areas+recently+warmed+by+solar+exposure,+anomalous+areas+of+such+emissivity+can+indicate+elevated+evapora)on+
pa9erns.+These+areas+are+o?en+associated+with+adjacent+areas+of+dark+tonality+(cooler),+characteris)c+of+moistureJ
laden+zones+or+pockets.+By+pairing+these+images+with+conven)onal+photographs+showing+salt+or+moistureJrelated+
deteriora)on+evidence,+along+with+local+moisture+meter+data,+a+picture+of+moisture+migra)on,+evapora)on+and+
reten)on+pa9erns+can+emerge.++

++++++++++++
+
The'above'pair'of'images'shows'normal'evapora7on'pa@erns'occurring'at'edges'of'decora7ve'moldings'and'
features.'Local'pockets'of'excess'moisture'are'not'indicated.'
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
Moisture'meter'in'use'at'concrete'sill'in'planter'bed.'''''Typical'linear'run'of'readings'on'terra'co@a,'in'courtyard.'
A+subtle+gradient+of+increasing+moisture+was+detected+up+to+approximately+3J5+feet+from+the+planter+or+ground+
level+where+plan)ngs+were+irrigated.+This+is+consistent+with+an+expected+amount+of+surfaceJrelated+rising+damp.+
Such+a+pronounced+gradient+was+absent+on+wall+areas+adjacent+to+walkway+pavement,+sugges)ng+that+the+planters+
act+as+reservoirs+contribu)ng+internal+moisture+to+the+walls.+
Slight+reduc)on+of+moisture+was+detected+at+some+areas+of+overpainted+spalling+on+the+concrete+sill,+but+not+in+a+
clear+pa9ern.+These+areas+are+likely+well+sealed+with+the+exis)ng+paint.++The+excep)on+is+an+array+of+diﬀering+
readings+on+the+overpainted+spallJtextured+wall+above+the+laundry+unit+in+the+courtyard+(south+facing+wall).+Here,+
surface+hea)ng+and+cooling+is+anomalous+because+of+the+ac)ve+ven)ng.+This+likely+has+contributed+to+failure+of+the+
glaze+layer+of+the+terra+co9a+over+the+years,+a+process+that+may+be+con)nuing+despite+the+paint+coa)ng.+The+paint+
appears+to+be+eﬀec)vely+adhered+to+the+previously+damaged+and/or+patched+substrate.+
Local+areas+where+paint+was+removed+from+the+terra+co9a+eventually+read+with+lower+subJsurface+moisture,+but+
again+the+diﬀerences+were+subtle.+
In+general,+no+major+pockets+of+retained+moisture+were+found,+however+a+comprehensive+grid+survey+of+all+
eleva)ons+was+beyond+the+scope+of+this+inves)ga)on.+
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+++++++++++++
+
The'above'images'demonstrate'a'strong'local'diﬀerence'in'temperature'at'ﬂashings/cornice,'related'to'normal'
solar'exposure'and'water'transport.'Subtle'anomalies'of'tone'on'the'brick'cladding'suggest'varying'degrees'of'
retained'moisture,'with'some'higher'concentra7on'of'evapora7on'ac7vity'occurring'at'areas'of'previous'repair.'
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+
+++++++++++++
+
The'above'images,'taken'at'the'north'end'of'the'east'eleva7on'at'the'courtyard'shows'ac7ve'evapora7on'
occurring'in'a'smooth'gradient'rising'a'few'feet'from'the'planter'bed.'Not'indicated'is'an'ac7ve'zone'of'
subsurface'rising'damp.'

+
++++++++++++
+
Drama7cally'increasede'evapora7on'is'occurring'at'the'broken'edges'of'this'terra'co@a'cornice'molding,'due'to'
its'high'porosity'compared'with'the'paintF'and'glazeFsealed'surfaces'of'the'rest'of'the'unit.'Ongoing'gradual'
erosion'of'the'exposed'edges'is'likely'occurring'here.'
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+
+++++++++++++
+
Bright'and'dark'anomalous'zones'on'the'terra'co@a'clad'wall,'above'the'HVAC'unit'in'the'courtyard,'are'clearly'
visible,'corresponding'to'the'varying'moisture'readings'and'the'paintedFover'spalled'surfaces'of'the'underlying'
terra'co@a.''

++++++++++++
+
The'pair'of'images'above'show'fairly'consistent'moisture'reten7on'and'evapora7on'pa@erning'across'the'brick'
cladding'in'the'courtyard.''
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Treatment)Recommenda>ons)
No+severe+local+areas+of+trapped+moisture,+relatable+to+visible+damage,+were+seen+during+this+inves)ga)on.+
However,+if+extended+studies+were+performed+across+mul)ple+seasons+and+through+various+weather+condi)ons,+
the+uptake,+reten)on+and+evapora)on+of+moisture+fronts+would+likely+be+seen+as+a+dynamic+phenomenon.+Rather+
than+raising+alarm,+this+fact+should+underscore+how+moisture+and+salts+trapped+by+the+nonJbreathable+elastomeric+
paint+on+the+terra+co9a,+and+the+presence+of+hard+and+rela)vely+impermeable+repairs+or+tooJso?+replacement+
bricks,+are+contribu)ng+to+ongoing+local+deteriora)on+of+the+historic+fabric.+The+need+to+remove+the+paint+coa)ngs+
and+to+use+appropriate,+compa)ble+repair+materials+is+evident.+
Once+the+paint+coa)ngs+are+removed,+evalua)on+of+the+exposed+condi)ons+should+be+performed+by+a+structural+
engineer.7+

Brick)Cladding)
The+brick+cladding,+including+the+poin)ng+mortar,+is+largely+intact+and+in+good+condi)on.+Old+repairs+that+are+stable+
and+not+unsightly+may+be+le?+untreated.+Signiﬁcantly+mismatched+bricks+should+be+removed+and+replaced+with+
salvaged+or+replica+bricks+very+closely+matching+the+original+color,+dimensions+and+texture.+NonJmatching+poin)ng+
mortar+from+previous+repairs,+and+original+poin)ng+mortar+exhibi)ng+loss,+separa)on+cracks+at+both+upper+and+
lower+edges,+and+frequent+ver)cal+cracking,+should+be+raked+by+hand,+without+motorized+tools,+to+the+full+depth+of+
the+joint+(to+exis)ng+bedding+mortar+if+present).+Replacement+mortar+should+be+formulated+to+follow+common+
historical+examples+from+the+period.+A+less+coved,+more+ﬂat+proﬁle+may+be+more+appropriate,+but+this+is+open+to+
aesthe)c+interpreta)on+by+the+preserva)on+architect.+Follow+guidelines+established+in+Preserva)on+Brief+2,+
Na)onal+Parks+Service,+star)ng+with+ASTM+Type+N+as+a+star)ng+point+for+ﬁeld+matching.8+The+mortar+may+include+
sand,+lime+(Type+S)+and+white+Portland+cement+(Type+II).+Final+color+adjustments+may+be+made+to+help+visually+
blend+new+with+old+mortar,+using+Epochrome+S+solu)on+from+Cathedral+Stone,+Inc.9+
Some+damage+will+likely+occur+to+so?er,+eroded+joint+arises+during+raking.+Where+needed,+damaged+bricks+may+be+
replaced+(including+tooJso?+replacement+bricks+from+previous+repair+campaigns),+perhaps+with+historical+materials+
salvaged+from+the+proposed+hyphen+connec)ons+to+the+new+building.+

7 It is beyond the scope of this study to investigate structural issues. A structural engineer conversant with historic preservation issues should be consulted.
PRESERVATION BRIEFS No. 2 Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Masonry Buildings. Robert C. Mack, FAIA, and John P. Speweik
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/2-repoint-mortar-joints.htm#type
9 http://www.cathedralstone.com/images/PDF/Epochrome_S/datasheet_Epochrome.pdf
10 http://www.prosoco.com/Content/Documents/General/b61dc93c-a9d2-41bb-99b7-4fc43c82b55b.pdf
11 http://www.cathedralstone.com/products/mortars-and-grouts/terra-cotta-brick
12 http://www.cathedralstone.com/products/coatings-water-repellents/terra-coat
13 http://www.edisoncoatings.com/custom45data-2010.pdf
14 http://www.dumondchemicals.com/pro-peel-away-1.html
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Removal+or+reduc)on+of+mineral+accre)ons+and+old+mortar+smears/ghos)ng+may+be+performed+based+on+tes)ng+
of+various+restora)onJgrade+cleaners.+Prosoco+Light+Duty+Restora)on+Cleaner,+EK+Restora)on+Cleaner,+Heavy+Duty+
Restora)on+Cleaner,+and+766+Limestone+and+Masonry+Prewash+and+A?erwash10+may+yield+acceptable+results.+
Proper+wastewater+collec)on+measures+and+safety+procedures+must+be+in+place+as+required.+
Based+on+this+preliminary+inves)ga)on,+it+is+not+recommended+to+repaint+the+bricks,+as+eventual+future+removal+of+
the+new+paint+would+result+in+further+damage+to+the+historic+fabric.+While+moisture+can+freely+enter+the+open,+
porous+surface+of+the+brick,+it+also+readily+evaporates.+Use+of+a+nonJsiliconeJbased+penetra)ng+sealer+may+be+
appropriate+to+help+reduce+atmospheric+soiling+adhesion+and+to+address+minor+cracks.+Further+inves)ga)ons+
would+be+needed+to+determine+the+eﬀects+of+using+paint+on+the+bricks+in+lieu+of+nonJsilicone+based+sealer.+The+
speciﬁc+methods+and+materials+to+be+used+should+be+developed+based+on+a+comprehensive+tes)ng+program+during+
the+inves)ga)on+and+treatment+phase+of+the+project.+

Terra)Co;a)
The+paint+coa)ngs+should+be+removed+from+all+terra+co9a+surfaces.+With+the+paint+removed,+the+terra+co9a+is+
expected+to+be+largely+in+good+condi)on,+with+some+damages+and+previous+repairs+requiring+expert+restora)on+or+
replacement+with+replica+pieces+if+losses+are+extensive+to+par)cular+units+(e.g.+greater+than+50+percent+of+unit+
surface+area).+Replacements+for+ashlar+units+and+units+lacking+signiﬁcant+decora)on+may+be+made+more+readily+
than+the+highly+decora)ve,+detailed+units,+in+the+interest+of+preserving+signiﬁcant+historic+fabric.+A+range+of+repair+
methods+and+materials+have+been+shown+to+have+aesthe)cally+and+func)onally+sa)sfactory+results,+as+long+as+it+is+
understood+that+a+maintenance+cycle,+including+eventual+reworking+or+replacement+of+patches,+reJsculpted+losses+
and+“cold+glaze”+surface+treatments+involving+organic+(epoxy,+acrylic,+etc.)+or+inorganic+(mineral+paint)+coa)ngs,+will+
be+necessary.+
The+conservator+has+obtained+ﬁne+results+with+both+Jahn+restora)on+products+(M100+and+M125+terra+co9a+repair+
mortar11,+MasonRE+coa)ngs12,+including+Terra+Coat+acrylic+clear+glaze)+and+Edison+masonry+restora)on+products+
(Edison+Custom+System+45)13.+Signiﬁcant+skill+and+experience+is+required+to+closely+replicate+the+subtle)es+of+
translucent,+mul)Jhued+glazes+as+well+as+the+ﬁne+detail+and+character+of+lost+relief+decora)on.+The+work+should+be+
directed+or+performed+by+a+qualiﬁed+conservator.+Prequalifying+criteria+should+be+included+in+any+RFP+text+or+CDs.+
Paint+removal+may+be+accomplished+with+a+combina)on+of+medium+pressurized+water+blas)ng+and+poul)ce+
stripping.+Dumond+Peelaway+1+with+the+special+Peelaway+paper14+applied+to+the+fresh+paste+is+recommended,+but+
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ﬁeld+tes)ng+of+large+areas+is+recommended+before+full+speciﬁca)ons+can+be+developed.+Note+that+lead+tes)ng+was+
not+part+of+the+scope+of+this+project,+and+some+lead+may+be+present.+The+Peelaway+1+system+is+an+excellent+means+
of+containment+of+lead+par)cles.+
Once+the+paint+is+removed,+other+condi)ons,+such+as+deep+organic+or+mineral+staining,+mineral+accre)ons,+
scratched+graﬃ),+embedded+foreign+objects+(old+fasteners,+abandoned+anchors,+etc.),+or+mismatched+replacement+
materials+may+be+discovered.+Some+terra+co9a+units+might+be+discovered+to+be+loose,+or+internal+ferrous+anchors+
may+be+weakened+by+corrosion+or+exer)ng+damaging+forces+through+“iron+jacking”.+Specialized+cleaning+or+repair+
techniques+may+require+addi)onal+tes)ng+and+implementa)on.+Products+noted+for+specialized+cleaning+of+brick+
cladding+may+be+tested+for+eﬃcacy.+Repoin)ng+the+terra+co9a+should+follow+the+guidelines+established+in+
Preserva)on+Brief+2,+Na)onal+Parks+Service,+star)ng+with+ASTM+Type+S+or+N+as+a+star)ng+point+for+ﬁeld+matching.+
Integral+pink+color+should+match+the+original.+
++
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Appendix)
• Sample+loca)on+diagrams+
• Matrix+of+sample+descrip)ons+and+observa)ons+
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Sampling)Loca>on)Diagrams
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Matrix)of)sample)descrip>ons)and)observa>ons)
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Matrix)of)sample)descrip>ons)and)observa>ons,)con>nued)
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Matrix)of)sample)descrip>ons)and)observa>ons,)con>nued)
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Matrix)of)sample)descrip>ons)and)observa>ons,)con>nued)
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Submi;ed)by:)

John+Griswold,+Principal+Conservator+
Griswold+Conserva)on+Associates,+LLC+
8573+Higuera+Street+
Culver+City,+CA+90232+
t. 310.842.8133+
f. 310.842.8933+
john@griswoldconserva)on.com+
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Attachment C
2017 Chattel Memo - Historic Photographs of Palisades Building

MEMORANDUM

DATE

September 26, 2017

TO

Dustin Peterson
The Athens Group

FROM

Robert Chattel, AIA, President
Brian Matuk, Associate II
Chattel Inc., Historic Preservation Consultants

RE

Historic Images Timeline
Miramar Hotel, 101 Wilshire Boulevard, Santa Monica, California

The Miramar Hotel (subject property) located at 101 Wilshire Boulevard in Santa Monica, California
has undergone several modifications over the years to appeal to the public’s expectations and
aesthetics. This memorandum focuses on the changes over time to the exterior of the Palisades
Wing, as well as alterations to the main entrance at Ocean Avenue (no longer extant), and is based
on a selection of historic photographs that provide a visual timeline of these changes (Image
Attachment). The following table lists the images in the Image Attachment.
Image
Name

Date

Image 01
Image 02
Image 03

1924
circa 1930
1938

Image 04

1938

Image 05
Image 06
Image 07

1939
1939
1939

Image 08
Image 09
Image 10
Image 11
Image 12
Image 13

1939
circa 1940
1940
1940
1940
circa 1940

Type of Image
Aerial
photograph
Photograph
Drawing

Photograph
Aerial
photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Aerial
photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph

Noteworthy Features
None
None
Administration building constructed.
Pole sign that reads “MIRAMAR HOTEL AND
APARTMENTS” with an arrow pointing toward the
entrance.
New elaborate curved entrance.
Detail of elaborate curved entrance.
None
None
None
Roof sign reading "HOTEL MIRAMAR".
None
None
None
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Image 14

1946

Photograph

Image 15
Image 16
Image 17

1946
1946
1946

Image 18
Image 19
Image 20
Image 21
Image 22
Image 23
Image 24
Image 25
Image 26
Image 27
Image 28
Image 29
Image 30
Image 31
Image 32

1946
1946
1947
circa 1948
circa 1950
circa 1950
circa 1950
circa 1950
circa 1955
circa 1955
1958
circa 1958
1959
circa 1960
circa 1960

Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Aerial
photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Drawing
Brochure
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph
Photograph

Image 33
Image 34

circa 1960
1965

Image 35
Image 36

1969
1974

Photograph
Photograph
Aerial
photograph
Photograph

Image 37
Image 38
Image 39

1992
2015
2015

Photograph
Photograph
Photograph

Attachments:
Image Attachment

None
The Administration Building has been altered with a
second story addition and redesigned in the Spanish
Revival style.
Curved entrance altered, but without neon signage.
None
New neon signage on curved entrance.
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Entry to Administration Building.
None
None
Altered entry to Administration Building.
None
None
Curved entrance and signage removed. Ocean Tower
constructed.
None
None
None
Paint removed from exterior brick. Windows changed
to steel sliding sash.
Exposed terra cotta shows historic pink glaze.
Exposed terra cotta shows historic pink glaze.

Image Attachment
Miramar Hotel
101 Wilshire Boulevard, Santa Monica, California

Miramar Hotel
Image Attachment

Image 01: 1924 aerial image of Santa Monica (above) with detail of the subject
property (below) (Los Angeles Public Library).
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Miramar Hotel
Image Attachment

Image 02: Circa 1930 photograph of the Palisades Wing, view northeast.

Image 03: 1938 postcard with drawing of the subject property. The administration
building is visible next to the Palisades Wing (Bison Archives).
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Image 04: 1938 photograph of the subject property, with the Palisades Wing
visible in the background. Note the pole sign at the far left that reads “MIRAMAR
HOTEL AND APARTMENTS” with an arrow next to “ENTRANCE” (Miramar
Archives).

Image 05: 1939 aerial photograph of the subject property. The new elaborate
curved entrance is visible behind a palm tree between the center two bungalows
(Spence Collection).
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Image 06: 1939 photograph from Ocean Avenue showing the elaborate curved
entrance (above) with a detail (below) (Dick Whittington, Bison Archives).
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Image 07: 1939 photograph of the subject property with the pool and
Administration Building in foreground and the Palisades Wing in background
(Bison Archives).

Image 08: 1939 aerial photograph of the subject property (Spence Collection).
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Image 09: Circa 1940 photograph of the subject property with the Palisades Wing
at left and center, and the Administration Building at right (Bison Archives).

Image 10: 1940 photograph of the subect property. The exterior brick of the
Palisades Wing appears painted in this photograph, and a sign reading “HOTEL
MIRAMAR” is visible at the roof (Santa Monica Public Library).
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Image 11: 1940 photograph of the subject property from Ocean Avenue (Miramar
Archives).

Image 12: 1940 photograph of the subject property (Santa Monica Public Library).
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Image 13: Circa 1940 photograph of the subject property (Santa Monica Public
Library).
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Image 14: Circa 1946 photograph of the elaborate curved entrance from the
subject property grounds. View west toward Ocean Avenue (Bison Archives).
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Image 15: Circa 1946 photograph of the elaborate curved entrance from on the
subject property grounds, view from Ocean Avenue. The Administration Building in
background has been altered with a second story addition and redesigned in the
Spanish Revival style (Bison Archives).
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Image 16: Circa 1946 photograph of the subject property from Ocean Avenue. The
entrance has been altered from the elaborate curved entrance, but does not yet
include the neon signage. A flagpole has been added to the roof (Bison Archives).

Image 17: 1946 photograph of the subject property showing the Administration
Building at left and Palisades Wing at center. View from 2nd Street (Bison
Archives).
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Image 18: Circa 1946 aerial photograph of the subject property. The curved
entrance shows the neon signage installed on the curved walls (Bison Archives).

Image 19: Circa 1946 photograph of the subject property (Bison Archives).
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Image 20: 1947 photograph of the subject property from the main entrance at
Ocean Avenue (USC Digital Archives).

Image 21: Circa 1948 drawing of the subject property, showing the main entrance
in foreground and the Palisades Wing in background (Bison Archives).
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Image 22: Circa 1950 brochure for the Miramar Hotel (above) and detail showing
main entrance in foreground and Palisades Wing in background (below) (Bison
Archives).
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Image 23: Circa 1950 photograph of the subject property from the intersection of
California Avenue and Ocean Avenue (Bison Archives).

Image 24: Circa 1950 photograph of the subject property from the main entrance
at Ocean Avenue (Bison Archives).
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Image 25: Circa 1950 photograph of the subject property from the main entrance
at Ocean Avenue (Bison Archives).

Image 26: Circa 1955 photograph of the subject property from the main entrance
at Ocean Avenue (Bison Archives).
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Image 27: Circa 1955 photograph of the subject property with the Administration
Building at left and Palisades Wing at center. View from 2nd Street (Bison
Archives).
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Image 28: 1958 photograph of the subject property from Ocean Avenue.

Image 29: Circa 1958 photograph of the subject property from Ocean Avenue
(Bison Archives).
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Image 30: 1959 photograph of the subject property with Administration Building
awning that reads “Garden Restaurant” at far left, and Palisades Wing at center
(Bison Archives).

Image 31: Circa 1960 postcard photograph showing the subject property pool
(Bison Archives).
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Image 32: Circa 1960 photograph of the subject property from the main entrance
at Ocean Avenue (Bison Archives).

Image 33: Circa 1960 photograph of the subject property. The curved main
entrance wall with neon signage has been removed. The Ocean Tower is visible at
right (Bison Archives).
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Image 34: 1965 postcard photograph showing the subject property pool in
foreground and Palisades Wing in background (Bison Archives).

Image 35: 1969 aerial photograph of the subject property (Spence Collection).
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Image 36: 1974 photograph of the subject property from the intersection of 2nd
Street and Wilshire Boulevard (Los Angeles Public Library).

Image 37: 1992 photograph of the subject property showing the Palisades Wing.
View from the intersection of 2nd Street and California Avenue. The paint on the
brick exterior of the Palisades Wing has been removed. The windows have been
changed to steel horziontal sliding sash windows (Santa Monica Public Library).
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Image 38: Photograph of exposed terra cotta glaze beneath modern elastomeric
paint. This photo shows a historic glaze color that appears to be pink. From report
titled Conservation assessment of historic decorative brick masonry and terra
cotta features, Palisades Wing of the Miramar Hotel, Santa Monica, CA (Griswold
Conservation Associates, LLC, 2015).
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Image 39: Photograph of exposed terra cotta glaze beneath modern elastomeric
paint. This photo shows a historic glaze color that appears to be pink. From report
titled Conservation assessment of historic decorative brick masonry and terra
cotta features, Palisades Wing of the Miramar Hotel, Santa Monica, CA (Griswold
Conservation Associates, LLC, 2015).
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Attachment D
2013 Landmarks STOA

AMENDED FINDINGS AND DETERMINATION
OF THE LANDMARKS COMMISSION
OF THE CITY OF SANTA MONICA IN THE MATTER OF
AMENDING THE PRIOR DESIGNATION OF A LANDMARK
_____________________________________________________________________
AMENDED DESIGNATION OF CERTAIN IMPROVEMENTS
LOCATED AT 101 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD (MIRAMAR HOTEL)
AS CITY LANDMARKS AND THE REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT
101 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD AS A LANDMARK PARCEL

12LM-002

SECTION I. The Landmarks Commission designated by its own motion the Moreton
Bay fig tree (also known as the Founders Tree) located at 101 Wilshire Boulevard as a
City Landmark on August 17, 1976, per Landmarks Commission Case No. LC-03-007,
and designated a 50-foot radius from the center of the tree trunk (100 feet in diameter)
as a Landmark Parcel. Subsequently, an application was filed by the property owner,
Ocean Avenue LLC, on March 15, 2012 to amend this designation. The Landmarks
Commission, having held public hearings on November 12, 2012 and January 14, 2013,
hereby amends the designation of the Moreton Bay fig tree as a City Landmark by
designating the real property commonly known as 101 Wilshire Boulevard (APN 4292028-001; Block 98 of the Town of Santa Monica) as the new Landmark Parcel with two
contributing improvements, (1) the previously designated Moreton Bay fig tree and (2)
the Renaissance Revival-style Palisades wing building based on the following findings:
(1)

It exemplifies, symbolizes, or manifests elements of the cultural, social,
economic, political or architectural history of the City.

The Miramar site manifests elements of the cultural and social history of Santa Monica
through its association with the formation of the town of Santa Monica and the
development of Santa Monica’s identity as a tourist and recreation destination. The full
city block site was reportedly one of two reserved for hotel use on the original platting
map of the City of Santa Monica, and is one of the few un-subdivided blocks remaining
intact from the City’s founding in 1875. Senator John P. Jones, one of Santa Monica’s
founding fathers, originally reserved the property for his estate, the Miramar. The
Moreton Bay fig tree, planted in approximately 1899, dates to the period of Senator
Jones’ ownership of the estate and was reportedly planted by members of the Jones
family, including his wife Georgina.
Santa Monica was a popular tourism and leisure destination beginning in the 1850s and
by 1921, the Miramar site had been converted into a destination resort. The site has
served continuously in the capacity. It was also briefly used as a Redistribution Center
by the Army Air Force (AAF) during World War II, where AAF staff assessed returning
officers and crew and reassigned them either back to the war front, or to other duties.
At the height of its operations, Redistribution Center No. 3 included five other Santa
Monica hotels, the Shangri-La Hotel, Club Casa Del Mar, Ocean Palms Hotes (1215

Ocean (demolished)), Edgewater Beach Club and the Grand Hotel (both located at Pico
Boulevard on the beach and later demolished).
With its seaside location and amenities, the Miramar site has continuously evolved to
attract destination resort visitors. As a result, only one improvement from the site’s
early history, other than the Moreton Bay fig tree, retains sufficient integrity to convey its
significance: the Palisades Wing. Constructed in 1924, the Palisades Wing is a rare
local example of an early 20th century apartment hotel, an important property type that is
representative of Santa Monica’s development as a popular tourism and leisure
destination. Frequently designed in popular architectural styles of the period, apartment
hotels accommodated both seasonal visitors and year-round residents in beach resort
towns and reached the height of popularity in the 1920s. The Palisades Wing has
several character-defining features of the apartment hotel property type, including the
use of a revival architectural style (Renaissance Revival) and increased ornamentation
on a primary garden façade.
(2)

It has aesthetic or artistic interest or value, or other noteworthy interest or value.

The Moreton Bay fig tree is an excellent botanical specimen of its species, with
important interest.
(3)

It is identified with historic personages or with important events in local, state or
national history.

The history of the Miramar site is connected t o a series of historic personages including
Senator John P. Jones, razor magnate King Gillette, and hoteliers Gilbert F. Stevenson,
Thomas E. Hull and Joseph Massaglia, Jr. The property boundaries of the Miramar site
were established by Senator Jones, who first purchased the block. Aside from the
property boundaries, the only remaining improvement from Jones’ ownership that can
be conclusively identified is the Moreton Bay fig tree. The Palisades Wing was
developed by Gilbert F. Stevenson, whose initials are depicted on the terra cotta
ornamentation on the building. The other personages listed above were noted
developers who made improvements to the site throughout their ownership; however,
only the Palisades Wing retains sufficient integrity to be significant for its association
with Stevenson. Other historic personages had fleeting association with the site. These
associations are not closely connected with the productive work of any historic
personage’s life and do not rise to any level of significance.
(4)

It embodies distinguishing architectural characteristics valuable to a study of a
period, style, method of construction, or the use of indigenous materials or
craftsmanship, or is a unique or rare example of an architectural design, detail or
historical type valuable to such a study.

The Palisades wing and associated historic property setting is a rare example of a
Renaissance Revival style historical type in Santa Monica. The Palisades wing was
designed in the Renaissance Revival style in 1924 by William Ache. The period revival
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styles grew in popularity just after World War I, and were patterned after buildings of
earlier stylistic periods. The Renaissance Revival style was a common architectural
style for public and commercial buildings throughout Southern California. Renaissance
Revival commercial buildings were characterized by their Palladian style arched
apertures, hipped roof, and wide eaves with brackets. The Palisades wing retains its
Renaissance Revival-style exterior, while the interior has been remodeled and rooms
reconfigured at various times throughout its history. The exterior of the Palisades wing
is organized using the design principles of classical architecture with its base, recessed
central section, and topped with a cornice. The Palisades wing has many characterdefining features of the Renaissance style, including a low-pitched hipped roof: arches
above doors; entrance area accentuated by small classical columns; symmetrical and
tripartite elevations, brickwall cladding, terra cotta ornamentation and window and door
openings accentuated by decorative surrounds with classical design elements
(6)

It has unique location, a singular physical characteristic, or is an established and
familiar visual feature of a neighborhood, community or the City.

The Miramar site property features the singular physical characteristic of a block-sized
parcel, which is on the few from the original subdivision to not be further subdivided.
Furthermore, the Miramar site occupies a prominent location at the intersection of
Wilshire Boulevard and Ocean Avenue, directly across from and with views toward
Palisades Park. Although no individual elements of the landscape, other than the
Moreton Bay fig tree are historically significant, the property has a verdant landscape
character, which is heightened by the palm plantings within the adjacent public street
rights-of-way.
SECTION II. The Administration Building, Ocean Tower and the bungalows are
excluded from the Landmark designation since each has undergone significant
alterations that have diminished their respective historic integrity.
SECTION III. I hereby certify that the above Findings and Determination accurately
reflect the final determination of the Landmarks Commission of the City of Santa Monica
on January 14, 2013 as determined by the following vote:
AYES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
NAYES:

Berley, Fresco, Kaplan, Lehrer, Chair Shari
Bach
None
Genser

Each and all of the findings and determinations are based on the competent and
substantial evidence, both oral and written, contained in the entire record relating to the
Project. All summaries of information contained herein or in the findings are based on
the substantial evidence in the record. The absence of any particular fact from any such
summary is not an indication that a particular finding is not based in part on that fact.
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Respectfully Submitted
February 11, 2013
____________________________________
Ruth Shari, Chairperson
Attest:

____________________________
Scott Albright, AICP
Landmarks Commission Secretary
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